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Résumé: En raison de leurs propriétés mécaniques, électriques et thermiques 
exceptionnelles, les nanotubes de carbone (NTC) ont reçu une importante attention 
mondiale. Les NTC ont un grand potentiel dans différents domaines d’applications tels que 
le stockage d'énergie et la microélectronique. Grâce à leur structure unidimensionnelle, 
leur important facteur d’aspect et leur faible densité, les NTC servent comme charges dans 
les composites. Par contre, en raison des fortes interactions entre eux, il est difficile de les 
disperser et de les aligner dans une matrice de polymère. 
Il est connu qu’une bonne conception d’hybrides, constitués de NTC verticalement 
lignés sur des substrats, améliore de manière significative la dispersion de ces derniers 
dans la matrice. Ces hybrides sont préparés par le procédé de dépôt chimique en phase 
vapeur (CVD). Une fois, ces hybrides sont dispersés dans la matrice du composite cela 
conduit à une nette amélioration des propriétés multifonctionnelles de ce composite. Les 
substrats utilisés dans cette thèse sont les nanoplaquettes de graphite (NPG) pour donner 
des hybrides NPG-NTC que nous appellerons par la suite GCHs. Les GCHs ont l’avantage 
d’avoir une faible densité et une structure totalement conductrice qui améliore les 
propriétés diélectriques et électriques des composites. 
Dans l’état de l’art, les relations entre l’organisation des GCHs et les conditions de 
synthèse par CVD et entre l’ajout des GCHs dans les composites et les réseaux conducteur 
interne dans les composites n’ont jamais été étudiées. Pour cela, dans cette thèse, nous 
allons soigneusement étudier et discuter ces problèmes mentionnés. 
Nous présentons tout d'abord la synthèse des NTC sur les NPG par CVD. Ensuite, 
l’influence des paramètres de la CVD, la température, la composition du gaz et le temps de 
la réaction, ont été étudié. Les résultats qualitatifs et quantitatifs obtenus d’après les 
caractérisations des ces hybrides peuvent servir comme base de données pour l’intégration 
et l’influence des ces hybrides dans les composites. Les composites binaires 
polyvinylidene fluoride/GCHs et leurs propriétés diélectriques qui sont nettement 
améliorées par rapport aux composites ternaires composés de polyvinylidene 
fluoride/NPG/NTC. Les composites obtenus par dispersion des GCHs dans la matrice à 
l'aide du procédé d’extrusion-injection, présentent un seuil de percolation fortement réduit 
et une stabilité thermique relativement élevée. Leurs propriétés diélectriques améliorées 
peuvent être attribuées à des réseaux sous forme de micro-condensateurs et le changement 
de la cristallinité de la matrice peut être attribué à la bonne conception des hybrides. Le 
composite GCHs/polydiméthylsiloxane (PDMS) présente un seuil de percolation ultra-bas 
et une grande sensibilité piézo-résistive. En particulier, les autres améliorations des 
propriétés électriques obtenues dans les composites GCHs/PDMS par rapport à celles des 
composites à base de NTC/PDMS, de NPG/PDMS ou encore de NTC-NPG/PDMS. Les 
légers mouvements des doigts peuvent être détectés grâce à l’usage de ces films 
composites en tant que capteurs de mouvement. 
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Abstract : Due to the outstanding mechanical, electrical and thermal properties, carbon 
nanotubes (CNTs) received worldwide attentions and intensive investigations in last decades. 
CNTs are greatly potential in applications such as energy storage and microelectronics. The one-
dimensional structure, high aspect ratio and low density, promote CNTs serving as the excellent 
fillers in composites field. However, due to the strong interactions, CNTs are usually difficult to 
be dispersed and aligned in a polymer matrix.  
Designing the CNTs construction reasonably is an effective way to ameliorate the dispersion 
states of CNTs in matrix. These specific hybrid constructions allowed CNTs arrays synthesized 
vertically onto the substrates through catalyst chemical vapor deposition method. These CNT 
arrays effectively overcome the problem of CNTs aggregation and promote the interconnection 
among CNTs. The considerable improvement of multi-functional properties of composites can be 
also achieved. Graphite nanoplatelets (GNPs) served as substrate make their synthesizing 
products-GNP-CNTs hybrids (GCHs) possess distinctive merits of all-carbon composition, 
totally-conductive coupling structure and the low intrinsic density. These GCHs constructions 
provide a particular improvement in the dielectric and electrical properties of composites. 
However, the relationship between GCHs organization and synthesizing conditions during CVD 
process and the influence of the addition of GCHs to internal conductive networks have not been 
reported in detail.  
The first chapter makes a general review of structures, properties, applications and synthesis of 
CNTs and GNP substrates, and the main procedures of fabricating composites and surface 
functionalization of CNTs. Moreover, a short introduction of the development of micro-nano 
hybrids applied to the functional composites is made. Most importantly, the developing electrical 
states and (di) electrical characteristics of composites with ever-increasing conducting filler 
loading are reviewed in detail at the last part. 
The second chapter discusses firstly the synthesis process through the CCVD approach and the 
relationship between CVD parameters and the corresponding construction of GCHs, where the 
temperature, gas composition and reaction time were controlled. The constructions CNT arrays 
are dependent on the synthesis conditions. Furthermore, the results obtained from analysis can 
provide a structural foundation for the huge application potential of GCHs constructions.  
The third chapter introduces the poly(vinylidene fluoride)-based nanocomposites containing GCH 
particles, the dielectric properties of which are improved more greatly than the ternary composites 
loading equivalent mixture of GNPs and CNTs. The composites achieved by dispersing GCH 
particles into matrix using the mechanical melt-mixing process, showing a strongly reduced 
percolation threshold (5.53 vol.%) and the relatively high thermal stability. Their improved 
dielectric properties can be attributed to the formed microcapacitor networks and the change of 
crystalline formation of matrix, caused by well-designed CNT arrays constructions.  
The fourth chapter investigates the advanced GCHs/ polydimethylsilicone (PDMS) composites 
with high piezo-resistive performance at wide temperature range. The synthesized GCHs can be 
well dispersed in the matrix through the mechanical blending process. The flexible composite 
shows an ultra-low percolation threshold (0.64 vol.%) and high piezo-resistive sensitivity. 
Particularly, the much improvements of electrical properties achieved in GCHs/PDMS 
composites compared with composites filled with equivalent CNT, GNP or mixture of 
CNTs/GNPs. Slight motions of finger can be detected and distinguished accurately using the 
composites film as typical wearable sensor. 
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Résumé en français  
 
En raison de leurs propriétés mécaniques, électriques et thermiques 
exceptionnelles, les nanotubes de carbone (NTC) ont reçu une importante attention 
mondiale. Les NTC ont un grand potentiel dans différents domaines d’applications 
tels que le stockage d'énergie et la microélectronique. Grâce à leur structure 
unidimensionnelle, leur important facteur d’aspect et leur faible densité, les NTC 
servent comme charges dans les composites. Par contre, en raison des fortes 
interactions entre eux, il est difficile de les disperser et de les aligner dans une matrice 
de polymère. 
Il est connu qu’une bonne conception d’hybrides, constitués de NTC 
verticalement lignés sur des substrats, améliore de manière significative la dispersion 
de ces derniers dans la matrice. Ces hybrides sont préparés par le procédé de dépôt 
chimique en phase vapeur (CVD). Une fois, ces hybrides sont dispersés dans la 
matrice du composite cela conduit à une nette amélioration des propriétés 
multifonctionnelles de ce composite. Les substrats utilisés dans cette thèse sont les 
nanoplaquettes de graphite (NPG) pour donner des hybrides NPG-NTC que nous 
appellerons par la suite GCHs. Les GCHs ont l’avantage d’avoir une faible densité et 
une structure totalement conductrice qui améliore les propriétés diélectriques et 
électriques des composites. 
Dans l’état de l’art, les relations entre l’organisation des GCHs et les conditions 
de synthèse par CVD et entre l’ajout des GCHs dans les composites et les réseaux 
conducteur interne dans les composites n’ont jamais été étudiées. Pour cela, dans cette 
thèse, nous allons soigneusement étudier et discuter ces problèmes mentionnés. 
Dans le premier chapitre, nous présentons une revue générale de la structure, des 
propriétés, des applications et de la synthèse des NTC et des NPG. Nous présentons 
aussi les procédures de l’intégration des nanoparticules dans des matrices polymères 
et les méthodes de fonctionnalisation des NTC. Nous discutons aussi des états 
électriques et les caractéristiques (di)électriques des composites en fonction  de la 
Résumé en français  
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quantité de la charge conductrice. 
Le deuxième chapitre présente tout d'abord la synthèse des NTC sur les NPG par 
CVD. Ensuite, l’influence des paramètres de la CVD, la température, la composition 
du gaz et le temps de la réaction, ont été étudié. Les résultats qualitatifs et quantitatifs 
obtenus d’après les caractérisations des ces hybrides peuvent servir comme base de 
données pour l’intégration et l’influence des ces hybrides dans les composites. 
Le troisième chapitre présente les composites binaires polyvinylidene 
fluoride/GCHs et leurs propriétés diélectriques qui sont nettement améliorées par 
rapport aux composites ternaires composés de polyvinylidene fluoride/NPG/NTC. Les 
composites obtenus par dispersion des GCHs dans la matrice à l'aide du procédé 
d’extrusion-injection, présentent un seuil de percolation fortement réduit (5,53 vol.%) 
et une stabilité thermique relativement élevée. Leurs propriétés diélectriques 
améliorées peuvent être attribuées à des réseaux sous forme de micro-condensateurs 
et le changement de la cristallinité de la matrice peut être attribué à la bonne 
conception des hybrides. 
Le quatrième chapitre étudie les composites GCHs/polydiméthylsiloxane (PDMS) 
avec la haute performance piézo-résistive dans une large gamme de température. Le 
composite présente un seuil de percolation ultra-bas et une grande sensibilité piézo-
résistive. En particulier, les autres améliorations des propriétés électriques obtenues 
dans les composites GCHs/PDMS par rapport à celles des composites à base de 
NTC/PDMS, de NPG/PDMS ou encore de NTC-NPG/PDMS. Les légers mouvements 
des doigts peuvent être détectés grâce à l’usage de ces films composites en tant que 
capteurs de mouvement. 
 
Mots clés : Composites Polymère ; Nano/Micro Renforcement ; Propriétés 
Mécaniques ; Propriétés Electriques ; Piézorésistivité   
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General Introduction 
 
Due to the outstanding mechanical, electrical and thermal properties, carbon 
nanotubes (CNTs) received worldwide attentions and intensive investigations in last 
decades. CNTs are greatly potential in applications such as energy storage and 
microelectronics. The one-dimensional structure, high aspect ratio and low density, 
promote CNTs serving as the excellent fillers in composites field. However, due to the 
strong interactions, CNTs are usually difficult to be dispersed and aligned in a 
polymer matrix.  
Designing the CNTs construction reasonably is an effective way to ameliorate 
the dispersion states of CNTs in matrix. These specific hybrid constructions allowed 
CNTs arrays synthesized vertically onto the substrates through catalyst chemical 
vapor deposition method. These CNT arrays effectively overcome the problem of 
CNTs aggregation and promote the interconnection among CNTs. The considerable 
improvement of multi-functional properties of composites can be also achieved. 
Graphite nanoplatelets (GNPs) served as substrate make their synthesizing products-
GNP-CNTs hybrids (GCHs) possess distinctive merits of all-carbon composition, 
totally-conductive coupling structure and the low intrinsic density. These GCHs 
constructions provide a particular improvement in the dielectric and electrical 
properties of composites. However, the relationship between GCHs organization and 
synthesizing conditions during CVD process and the influence of the addition of 
GCHs to internal conductive networks have not been reported in detail.  
These mentioned issues will be investigated and discussed in this thesis, which is 
divided into four chapters: 
The first chapter makes a general review of structures, properties, applications 
and synthesis of CNTs and GNP substrates, and the main procedures of fabricating 
composites and surface functionalization of CNTs. Moreover, a short introduction of 
the development of micro-nano hybrids applied to the functional composites is made. 
Most importantly, the developing electrical states and (di) electrical characteristics of 
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composites with ever-increasing conducting filler loading are reviewed in detail at the 
last part. 
The second chapter discusses firstly the synthesis process through the CCVD 
approach and the relationship between CVD parameters and the corresponding 
construction of GCHs, where the temperature, gas composition and reaction time 
were controlled. The constructions CNT arrays are dependent on the synthesis 
conditions. Furthermore, the results obtained from analysis can provide a structural 
foundation for the huge application potential of GCHs constructions.  
The third chapter introduces the poly(vinylidene fluoride)-based nanocomposites 
containing GCH particles, the dielectric properties of which are improved more 
greatly than the ternary composites loading equivalent mixture of GNPs and CNTs. 
The composites achieved by dispersing GCH particles into matrix using the 
mechanical melt-mixing process, showing a strongly reduced percolation threshold 
(5.53 vol.%) and the relatively high thermal stability. Their improved dielectric 
properties can be attributed to the formed microcapacitor networks and the change of 
crystalline formation of matrix, caused by well-designed CNT arrays constructions.  
The fourth chapter investigates the advanced GCHs/ polydimethylsilicone 
(PDMS) composites with high piezo-resistive performance at wide temperature range. 
The synthesized GCHs can be well dispersed in the matrix through the mechanical 
blending process. The flexible composite shows an ultra-low percolation threshold 
(0.64 vol.%) and high piezo-resistive sensitivity (gauge factor ~103 and pressure 
sensitivity ~ 0.6 kPa-1). Particularly, the much improvements of electrical properties 
achieved in GCHs/PDMS composites compared with composites filled with 
equivalent CNT, GNP or mixture of CNTs/GNPs. Slight motions of finger can be 
detected and distinguished accurately using the composites film as typical wearable 
sensor.  
 
Key Words: Polymer Composites; Nano/Micro Hybrids; Mechanical Properties; 
Electrical Properties; Piezo-Resistivity 
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Chapter I 
Carbon nanostructures and their functional 
effects in composites 
 
1.1 Carbon nanotubes  
1.1.1 Structures 
24 years ago, Iijima reported their discovery of nanometer-size, needle-like 
carbon nanotubes (CNTs) with potential applications in microelectronic circuitry and 
microscopy.[1-2] Since then CNTs have developed as one of the most intensively 
investigated materials in recent decades. A number of outstanding intrinsic 
functionalities and surprising potential applications were excavated out.[3-4]   
Generally, according to the different radial organizations, CNTs can be classified 
into two main types: single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) and multi-walled 
carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs). The former consists of a cylindrical tube seamlessly 
wrapped by a graphene sheets, which is a single large molecular. While, the latter 
collects more concentric graphene cylinders can be considered as a mesoscale 
graphite system.[5] Both these two types of CNTs posses all carbon bonded in a 
hexagonal lattice except at their open ends. The schematic demonstrations and 
morphological characterization of SWCNTs and MWCNTs by transmission electron 
microscopy (TEM) are illustrated in Fig. 1-1. As shown in Fig.1-1c, the diameter of 
SWCNTs is typically around 1-1.4 nm. Due to the strong van der waals interactions 
among SWCNTs, the tightly packed SWCNTs bundles with the intertube distance is 
around 3.15 Å can be formed. In contrast with SWCNTs, the multi-walled counterpart 
with interlayer space and diameters are ~3.4 Å and several to hundred nanometers, 
respectively (see Fig.1-1d). In particular, the length of CNTs is able to attain in the 
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range from micrometers to centimeters. Owing to just the ultrahigh aspect ratio (axial 
length to radial diameter), CNTs are capable of showing their excellent intrinsic 
properties.  
 
Fig.1-1 Schematic diagram of (a) SWCNT and (b) MWCNT. TEM morphologies of (c) 
SWCNT and (d) MWCNT.[4]  
 
The different forms of atomic structures of SWCNTs can be described by the 
tube chirality (or helicity), which is defined by the chiral vector, namely, 
21hC aman

+= , where the pair of integers (n, m) are the steps number along the unit 
vectors of the hexagonal lattice 1a
 and 2a
 , respectively, as demonstrated in Fig. 1-
2a.[6-7] In terms of amounts of coefficients (n, m), the orientation of carbon atoms 
around the nanotubes chirality are classified as three main categories: when n is equal 
to m, the arm chair structure; when n or m is equal to 0, the zigzag structure; all others 
(n, m) can be specified as chiral structure. Fig. 1-2b schematically illustrate these 
three structures of SWCNT, from left to right are armchair, zigzag and chiral 
structures, respectively. The various atomic structures can lead to that SWCNT 
showing the distinct natures. All armchair SWCNT are metallic with a empty band 
gap of 0 eV. SWCNTs with n-m=3k, where k is an intrger and is not equal to 0, are 
semimetallic with a small band gap on the order of a few meV. While, SWCNT with 
n-m ≠ 3k are semiconductors with a larger band gap on the order of ca. 0.18-1.8 eV, 
which is inversely dependent on the nanotubes diamaters.[8] Due to every single 
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MWCNT consists of several tubes and contains various of tube chiralities, their 
physical properties are difficult to pre-evaluate. 
 
Fig.1-2 (a) Schematic diagram showing the hexagonal sheet structure of CNT and (b) 
armchair, zigzag and chiral SWCNTs.[7, 9]  
  
 1.1.2 Synthesis 
In recent decades, SWCNTs and MWCNTs are most widely synthesized via 
three methods: electric arc discharge, laser ablation of carbon and chemical vapor 
deposition.[7] During these synthesis processes, carbon source, heat resource and 
catalyst precursor are considered as three necessary components.  
The method of electric arc discharge utilizes two high-purity graphite rods 
placed end to end as the anode and cathode, a voltage source for providing a stable 
electric arc under a helium atmosphere (see the Fig1-3a). During the discharge 
process, the average temperature of the plasma regions between anode and cathode is 
as high as 4000 K.[10] The graphite anode can be vaporized into carbon atoms, which 
then deposit and concentrate onto the surface of the cathode or the wall of the internal 
cavity as the forms of nanotubes or other types of carbon. Particularly, the SWCNTs 
can be obtained by doping electrodes with a small quantity of metallic catalyst 
particles.[11-12] 
Laser ablation is another way to synthesize fullerene and CNTs based on the high 
temperature physical vaporization mechanism. Fig.1-3b schematically depicts the 
reaction devise, where a laser beam is introduced and focused onto a graphite target 
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that doped with metallic catalytic. Nanotubes can be synthesized from the evaporated 
carbon under high temperature near 1200 oC and inert gas atmosphere.[13]    
 
 
Fig.1-3 Schematic illustration of (a) arc-discharge technique and (b) the laser 
ablation process.[11-12, 14] 
 
However, as a coin with opposite sides, CNTs produced by electric arc discharge 
with higher graphitization degree but complete following purification processes are 
necessary. As to the laser ablation process, although their products with high quality 
and purity, it is subjected to the low output-input ratio.[15] Furthermore, in order to 
make those superiorities of CNTs applied in composites, mass-production of CNTs 
becomes a critical affaire. Due to the relatively limited production, complex 
purification processes and the high cost of electric arc discharge and laser ablation 
processes, the gas-phase technology for CNTs growth has been considered as a 
promising method to provide large quantities of CNTs fillers to meet the demand of 
composites. Besides the larger productions, the as-synthesized CNTs are able to 
exhibit high purity, which can cut down the following purification processes 
effectively.       
As one of the most representative gas-phase technology, the process of chemical 
vapor deposition (CVD) has been widely used in CNTs synthesis and intensively 
studied in recent decades. CVD is a general process, where gas phase molecules are 
able to be decomposed into reactive species under high temperature and inert gas 
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atmosphere. These decomposed atoms then deposit and aggregate, leading to the 
synthesized particles or film. CVD reactor configurations for CNTs growth mainly 
involve horizontal, vertical and barrel forms, from which the horizontal reactor is 
widely used in floating catalytic CVD process. The process of catalytic CVD is 
schematically shown in the Fig. 1-4.[16]  
 
Fig.1-4 Schematic illustration of catalytic CVD process 
 
Besides the mass-production that can be scaled-up into industrial, another 
outstanding superiority of CVD process concentrates on controlling the structure or 
architecture of CNTs. In fact, the construction and forms of synthesized CNTs, such 
as diameter, length, bundle density, can be well controlled by tuning experimental 
parameters during the synthesis process, such as the temperature, the type, 
concentration and composition of carbon sources and carrier gases, the type and 
structure of substrates, etc. Even the desired architecture of nanotubes synthesized on 
predetermined positions of a patterned substrate can be achieved by tuning growth 
parameters precisely.[17]  
The history of catalytic CVD process traces back to the middle of the twentieth 
century, Radushkevich reported the tubular carbon filaments with diameter of 50-100 
nm synthesized at the existence of iron catalyst and 600 oC.[17] They found that iron 
carbide firstly formed through dissoluting carbon in iron, which then provides a 
chance for carbon deposition over it and forming the graphene layers. Since then, the 
metal catalyst particles play an essential role in CNT growth. Metallic particles of iron, 
cobalt and nickel, the most common ones, possess excellent catalytic activity for CNT 
growth. Other metals, such as copper, gold, silver, platinum, served as catalyst in CNT 
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growth from various carbon source.[18-19] Recently, solid organometallocenes, such 
as ferrocene, cobaltocene, nickelocene, are widely used as catalysts for CNT growth 
as well. Compared to traditional metallic particles, the decomposition of carbon 
sources can be catalyzed more efficiently by metallic nanoparticles decomposed from 
these solid organometallocenes.[17] Particularly, the catalyst activity is not only 
dependent on the metal nature (various valence electrons configurations) but also the 
particle size. According to the “size-effect”, under a certain size range, the diameter of 
CNTs prefer to increase with the enhanced catalyst particle size.[20-22] 
 
Fig.1-5 SEM morphologies of straightness of MWCNTs grown on the glass through 
CVD. 
 
As another essential component in catalyst CVD process, carbon sources are 
capable of offering carbon atoms to synthesize CNT constantly. The carbon sources 
consists of various hydrocarbons can be specified into gas-state: carbon monoxide, 
acetylene, methane, ethylene and liquid-state: benzene, toluene, xylene, cyclohexane, 
etc.[23-30] At high temperature, the decomposition process of carbon source comprise 
the homogenous thermal decomposition in gas phase and typical catalytic 
decomposition on catalyst particles.[15] In very recent years, multi-carbon sources 
substituted for mono-carbon source were used for CNTs growth, in order to balance 
the reactivity under relatively wide synthesis temperature range.[31] 
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Fig.1-6 SWCNT forests with ultra-high area density by controlling the CVD process 
 
 
Fig.1-7 SEM micrographs of (a) carbon fiber before and after CNTs growth and (b) 
Fibers in long or short CNTs fuzzy architecture before polymer infiltration.[5,6] 
 
A number of support materials can be applied as CVD substrates for CNTs 
growth, which is responsible for the various CNTs structures and constructions due to 
their different intrinsic natures. For example, vertically aligned CNTs forest can be 
typically synthesized on the large-area plat substrates. Ren et al. synthesized 
successfully large-scale well-aligned CNTs arrays on the nickel foils and glass at 
temperature below 700 oC, which is suitable for electron emission applications (see 
Fig.1-5).[32] Owing to the excellent electrical conductivity, CNTs forest is potential 
to replace traditional metals served as interconnects in integrated circuits and super-
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capacitor electrodes only if the interconnect resistance can be reduced to the range be 
similar to the metal. Futaba et al. and Zhong et al achieved SWCNT forests with ultra-
high area density as high as 8.3×1012 and 1.5×1013 tubes cm-2, respectively, by 
controlling the CVD process (see Fig. 1-6).[33-34] Besides on the traditional quartz 
and glass substrates, CNTs can be successfully grown on the carbon fibers and fabrics 
using catalyst CVD process (see Fig.1-7).[35-36] After the CNTs growth, the specific 
surface areas of both carbon fibers and semi-conductor fabric were enhanced 
significantly, which would play a greatly positive role in reinforcing their composites. 
Veedu et al.[37] fabricated a 3D SiC micro-fibre fabric through growing MWCNTs on 
the surface of fabric.(see Fig. 1-8) Compared to the bulk fabric/epoxy composite, the 
3D fabric/epoxy composites showed that the flexural modulus, strength and toughness 
increased by 105%, 240% and 524%, respectively. Gui et al.[38] presented a 3D 
architecture where CNTs were arranged into different morphologies and orientations 
using CVD method, of which the electrical and mechanical properties can be well 
controlled by tuning the structure and patterns of two distinctly different CNTs 
construction: sponge and array forms (see Fig.1-9). 
 
Fig.1-8 Schematic illustration of a 3D SiC micro-fibre fabric through growing 
MWCNTs on the surface of fabric.[37] 
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Fig.1-9 Schematic illustration of (a) compression test and (b) fabrication of patterned 
parallel structures of three-dimensional CNT sponge-array architectures.[38] 
 
1.1.3 Properties and applications 
In recent 20 years, hundreds of thousands of publications and patents 
concentrated on the investigation of the structure, synthesis, construction, intrinsic 
properties and application of CNTs and their composites. Owing to the unique 
electronic properties, a thermal conductivity in axial direction exceeds diamond and 
most materials, the superior mechanical properties with the ultrahigh stiffness and 
realized mass-production, CNTs are still considered as one of the most potential in 
numerous applications. 
The elastic modulus of single CNT was carried out though observing and 
calculating the amplitude of CNTs oscillations measured by tunneling electronic 
microscopy (TEM), or bending the anchored CNTs using the tip of atomic force 
microscope (AFM) and recording the force exerted by the tube according to the 
displacement from the equilibrium position.[39-41]. Moreover, the nanotubes were 
attached between two opposing AFM tips and loaded under tension to measure the 
tension strength of CNTs.[42-43] Both the experimental and theoretical results gave 
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an elastic modulus and tension strength of individual WMCNTs around 1 TPa and 100 
GPa, respectively, which is much stronger than any industrial fiber.[39, 44] As to the 
electrical properties, as mentioned before, the diameter and helicity of nanotube 
determines the nanotubes showing the metallic or semiconductor state, which is 
greatly responsible for the electrical performance. Four-probe measurements were 
generally applied to measure the electrical performance of CNTs. Results indicated 
that CNTs is able to carry current densities as high as 109A·cm-2,[33, 45] exhibiting 
the conductivity range from 102 to 106 S·cm-1. The wide conductivity distribution 
ascribes to that MWCNTs organized by various number of nanotubes with different 
chirality forms.[46-47] In addition, the highly anisotropic thermal conductivity of 
SWCNTs reach to 3500 W·m-1K-1 which can be measured by the classic comparative 
method.[48-49] On the contrary, their thermal expansion is isotropic and usually 
negligible.[3] 
 
Fig.1-10 Energy-related applications of CNTs.(a) Mixture of MWCNTs and functional 
particles for battery electrode. (b) CNTs forest apply to supercapacitor (c) Solar cell 
using a CNT-based transparent conductor.[50] 
 
Due to the mentioned intrinsic properties, there are a number of applications of 
CNTs have been investigated. Such as functional coating, transparent conducting 
films, CNTs-loading composites, energy storage, microelectronics, sensor and 
actuators and biotechnology, etc.[9] Some of them have been realized in products, 
others are under further amelioration, both which makes an advanced contribution to 
the CNTs development. In recent decades, due to the fast developing industry, the 
aggravating energy shortage becomes a critical issue. It is crucial to develop new, 
highly efficient and environmentally friendly energy generating, converting and 
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storage technology. Particularly, as shown in Fig.1-10, CNTs plays an important role 
in applications of energy storage. For example, loading a small quantity of CNTs into 
LiCoO2 cathodes and graphite anodes can effectively increase the rate capability and 
cycle life of lithium ion batteries.[51-53] The usage of Pt in fuel cell can be reduced 
effectively even removed by employing CNTs as catalyst support.[54-55] For the 
organic solar cells, it is potential for CNTs to decrease the carrier recombination and 
increase resistance to photooxidation. Promisingly, transparent SWCNT electrodes 
would be incorporated in the prospective commercial photovoltaics. Supercapacitor 
possesses larger capacitances than traditional dielectric capacitors, and much faster 
charging rate, receiving wide and intensive attentions. The large capacitances are 180 
and 102 F·g-1 can be achieved for supercapacitors with SWCNT and MWCNT 
electrodes, respectively, which is preferable for the applications require higher storage 
capacities, for instance, providing rapid acceleration for the hybrid vehicle.  
 
Fig.1-11 (a) Schematic illustration of a flat panel display based on CNTs (b) SEM 
morphology of an electron emitter for a display (c) Photograph of a CNT field 
emission display made by Samsung (d).[9] 
 
In comparison with ordinary thermionic emission, the field emission electrons 
source is more advanced and efficient technology. Owing to their nanometer scale, 
structural integrity, electrical conductivity, and chemical stability, CNTs show a very 
low threshold electric filed and a great potential in electron emitters. In addition, 
CNTs endows the field-emitting devise with merits of stable emission and long 
lifetime.[56-57] One of the most practical applications is flat panel displays. 
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Compared to the liquid crystal displays, nanotubes are able to effectively reduce the 
power consumption, enhance brightness and response rate, and widen viewing angle 
and their operating temperature range.[4, 9]. Fig.1-11 present the some prototypes of 
nanotube-based field emission electron flat panel displays.[58] 
 
 
Fig.1-12 The vapor grown carbon fiber (VGCF) provides a convenient and robust 
technique for mounting the MWCNT probe for the utilization in scanning probe 
instrument.[4] 
 
With advantages of high aspect ratio and excellent mechanical bending modulus, 
CNTs can make an indispensable contribution to the application as nanoprobes. These 
nanoprobes are competent in high resolution imaging, nano-lithography and 
nanoelectrodes. It is known that the single CNTs attached to the scanning probe 
instruments used for imaging tiny features (see Fig.1-12), while, a pair of CNTs 
positioned on an AFM tip, they can serve as a nano- tweezers to tune the positions of 
nanoscaled structures.[59-61] Moreover, CNTs that attached with certain functional 
groups by chemical modification can be used in molecular recognition, chemically 
sensitive imaging and local chemical patterning.    
In general, CNTs with different structures can be well synthesized by controlling 
the experimental parameters of CVD process. Due to the chiral atomic structures, high 
aspect ratio and ultrahigh specific surface, CNTs exhibits outstanding overall 
properties and can be applied into numerous field. The investigation of incorporating 
CNTs dispersed in polymer matrices to form composite is another indispensable 
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aspect, which will be introduced in following sections.  
 
1.2 Graphite nano-platelets 
1.2.1 Structures and Properties 
In comparison with the synthesized CNTs, Graphite is a naturally carbon 
material formed through stacking a number of graphene layers, which exists 
abundantly on earth. Graphite nanoplatelets (GNPs) are a kind of graphitic form in 
nano-scale, consisting of tens of stacked graphene multi-layers. The interlayer 
distance is a constant of ca. 0.34 nm.[62] Carbon atoms in a single GNPs layer are 
bonded covalently, while the stacked layers are bonded to each other through weak 
non-covalent Van der Waals interactions. Be different from natural graphite and 
single-layer graphene, GNPs possess the thickness varying from several to hundreds 
of nanometers, while their diameter in-plane usually in the microscale. Thus, 
compared with the high aspect ratio in axial direction of CNTs, distinctively, GNPs 
exhibit their intrinsic high aspect ratio in radial direction. The specific surface area of 
GNPs can reach to a theoretical value as high as 2630-2965 m2·g-1.[63] According to 
the various forming processes, such as intercalation, oxidization, heat treatment, 
microwave irradiation, and ultrasonication, etc. the thickness (layer number) and in-
plane diameter can be well controlled.[64-67] Such large specific surface area and 
distinct two-dimensional(2D) reinforcing effect, making GNPs strongly potential in 
acting as functional fillers. In fact, the modulus and strength of graphene are reported 
as 1100 GPa and 125 GPa, respectively.[68] 
Compared with the popular 2D structured nano clays, GNPs is superior and 
favorable due to their lower mass density and high electrical and thermal 
conductivities. In typical, the GNPs composed of multi-layer graphene, where, 
electronically, the 2p orbitals can hybridize with s orbital to form three sp2 orbitals. 
Then the energetically stable and localized σ-bonds can be formed with the three 
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closest-neighbor carbon atoms in the honeycomb lattice. Besides the electrons served 
as forming σ-bonds, the residual single valence electron occupies the 2pz orbital. 
Therefore, the migration of 2pz electrons provides a good electrical conductivity in the 
graphene plane.[69] It is noteworthy that the electricity is mainly conducted within 
the plan of graphene layers. Be similar with electrical behavior, The acoustic and 
thermal properties of graphite are highly anisotropic, since phonons propagate quickly 
along the graphene planes, but are slower to travel interlayer. In addition, GNPs with 
high-purity can be obtained from fruitful natural graphite resource by relatively facile 
approaches, rather than the rigorous conditions for synthesizing CNTs or carbon fiber, 
such as complex equipments, high cost and energy consumption.[69] This makes 
GNPs is competent to be used as the substitution of CNTs, applying in many fields.   
 
1.2.2 Synthesis 
For the natural graphite, there are two main differences between axial and in-
plane directions. On one hand, in comparison with the interlayer distance in axial 
direction is 0.335 nm, the carbon atoms are arranged in a honeycomb lattice with 
space of 0.142 nm. On the other hand, the σ-bonds in the lattice plane is much 
stronger than the interlayer weak Van der Waals force. Thus, the larger lattice spacing 
and weaker bonding provide us a promising possibility to achieve GNPs by 
exfoliating natural graphite.[69] 
Plenty of ways have been used for preparation of GNPs, among which the 
mechanical exfoliation and graphite-intercalation chemistry are most preferred. 
Because of the weak interlayer interaction, GNPs with different layer number can be 
obtained through mechanical milling and peeling off, the two main top-down 
processes of mechanical exfoliation. Mechanical milling takes advantage of drastic 
milling force to break the Van de Waals force, and consequently breaking up natural 
graphite to GNPs.[70] While, the technique of peeling off can be as simple as rubbing 
graphite against other matters or repeatedly peeling off graphite using adhesive tape, 
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or as precise as peeling graphite by manipulating AFM or STM tips. The formed 
graphitic sheets can be folded and tear via the fiction between tip and graphite 
surface.[71-72] However, the resulting GNPs prepared by these two methods have 
their own significant drawbacks: firstly, undesired large GNPs size and wide size 
distribution achieved; Secondly, the aim of mass-synthesis of GNPs is deeply astricted 
due to the low-productivity. However, these problems can be well overcome by the 
chemical graphite-intercalation approach. 
 
 
Fig.1-13 Scheme of graphite structure modification after different treatments[62] 
 
The core principle of chemical graphite-intercalation is to fill into the natural 
graphite layers with certain chemicals which is capable of reacting and producing gas 
with a large volume or/and tremendous heat. The neighboring graphene layers then 
are separated by the high energy produced from gas expansion or/and heat (see Fig. 1-
13). Thus the preparation of graphite intercalate compound (GIC) and expansion are 
two key steps of chemical ways. Acid is one of the most representative chemical 
agents for forming the GIC, where the natural graphite can be immersed in the 
concentrated/fumed sulfuric acid (H2SO4) solution with certain strong oxidants such 
as concentrated nitric acid (HNO3), KMnO4, H2O2, O3, etc. and transformed into 
graphite intercalate compound through reactions.[73] Then, accompanying the 
generation of a great volume of gases of SO2 and H2O, these GICs are able to expand 
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violently under the ultrahigh temperature. Notably, this process is suggested to be 
taken in the nitrogen atmosphere, in order to keep the product-GNPs from being 
oxidized as far as possible. In addition, the alkali metals and compounds are also the 
effective agent for prepare GIC. Mark et al.[74] utilized the crystalline alkali 
compound KC8 that formed by heating the mixture of graphite and potassium metal 
under vaccum at 200 oC as the intercalant. Then, the addition of ethanol solvates the 
potassium and produces the potassium ethoxide and abundant H2, which effectively 
separates the graphite into GNPs with dozens of layers. Several other alkali metals 
well applied in graphite-intercalation as well. In addition to heat expansion, 
microwave irradiation and ultrasonication are usually used for providing high energy 
to expand GICs.[75-76] Viculis et al.[63] prepared the GNPs with ultra-low thickness: 
they reintercalated the acid-intercalated graphite using potassium or cesium at 200 oC, 
or the sodium-potassium alloy at room temperature, followed by the further separating 
processes of ethanol exfoliation and microwave irradiation drying.  
In addition to these aforementioned conventional top-down routes, several other 
classic approaches are useful for the synthesis of GNPs. GNPs can be formed on 
certain metal surfaces by surface segregation of carbon atoms or decomposition of 
carbon-based molecules.[77] These reported metal substrates are Co, Ru, Ni, Rh, Pd, 
Pt and Cu, etc.[69] In the former method, the metal substrates are annealed in CO 
atmosphere or contact graphite directly, forming the carbon-containing metal 
substrates. Then GNPs can be achieved by annealing intermediate at high temperature, 
where carbon separates from the surface.[69] In the latter approach, firstly, covering 
carbon-containing molecules such as C2H2, C2H4, C3H6, CH4, benzene and toluene etc. 
on the surface of metallic substrates at room temperature. Then anneal the carbon-
covering metal at high temperature, leads to desorption of hydrogen atoms and the 
formation of GNPs on the metal surface. With the ever-fast development of 
electronics, the difficulty of transferring the produced ultrathin GNPs from metallic 
surface to the insulating substrates limits the method popularized in electronics. 
However, the way of growing GNPs onto the surface of semiconductors such as SiC 
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directly proves itself as a reasonable solution.[69]  
Synthesis of free-standing GNPs is the typical bottom-up method to synthesize 
GNPs in a free-standing form, being similar with the synthesis of CNTs and carbon 
fiber. The methods are usually used for synthesizing CNTs such as the laser ablation 
and discharge can be also used for fabrication of GNPs through optimizing the 
temperature, current and hydrogen pressure.[78-80] It is worthy to note that CVD 
always plays an important role in controlling the growth of GNPs and other 2D 
carbon on substrates. For example, Shang et al.[81] synthesized the carbon nanoflakes 
on the Si(100) substrate with the thickness of less than 10-20 nm and a diameter of 
300-600 nm using the hot filament CVD method. The size and density of GNPs are 
dependent on the reaction temperature.     
 
1.2.3 Applications 
Since 2004 graphene was discovered for the first time, this single layer 2D 
carbon structure with extraordinary intrinsic electrical conductivity (~6000S·cm-1) 
and outstanding tensile strength (~1 TPa) attracted attentions of all over the 
world.[82-84]  Particularly, the surprising milestone of 2010 Nobel Physics Prize was 
awarded for the preparation of graphene especially plays a critical role in pushing the 
investigation of graphene to a new high summit. However, there are lots of difficulties 
and challenges for the applications of graphene/polymer composites. Firstly, both the 
top-down and bottom-up processes are impossible to fabricate graphene in mass-
production in short term, however, which is the basic requirement of composites. 
Secondly, due to the ultrahigh specific surface area, graphene layers extremely tend to 
form aggregations and stack layers. In fact, according to the coupling effect among 
graphene layers, the behavior of bulk graphite becomes dominant when the stack 
consists beyond 10 graphene layers. However, how to avoid aggregation and maintain 
the intrinsic superiorities of graphene is another imperative challenge. However, 
GNPs with relatively high aspect ratio, considerable physical, electrical and thermal 
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properties and especially, the low cost and ability of mass-production can be 
considered as not only the compromise between properties and practicability but also 
the optimal substitution of graphene as the 2D functional filler.  
Firstly, due to the high aspect ratio, a GNP network can be formed in polymer 
matrix at a very low GNPs loading content. Meanwhile, the melt viscosity of mixture 
of GNPs and polymer will increase, which is influenced by the aspect ratio and the 
exfoliation degree of GNP.[85-86] Notably, compared with graphite in micro-scale, 
loading GNPs can provide a much higher melt viscosity of composite. However, 
owing to their self-lubricating property, GNP-loaded composites exhibit the lowest 
melt viscosity and best processibility in comparison with other carbon fillers at a 
certain loading content.[87]  
Nano-particles usually have the high specific surface area, when loading it into a 
polymer matrix, the strong interfacial interaction benefit the load transfer within the 
composites. The high aspect ratio of GNP is different from that of CNT, which is able 
to provide a typical 2D reinforcement to composites. Thus, the anisotropic mechanical 
behavior of composites will be strongly influenced by dispersion and GNPs structures. 
The improvement of mechanical property is ascribed to that, on one hand, the 
relatively large 2D structures can tightly attract polymer chains and restrict their 
mobility, generating the formation of a stiffened interphase. On the other hand, when 
GNP network is formed in polymer matrix, the rigid backbone endows composites 
with increased modulus.[67] Cho et al.[88] modified carbon fiber/epoxy composites 
by loading a small amount of GNPs into system. Compared with the bulk composite, 
the addition of 5 wt.% GNPs gave rise to the increase of in-plane shear modulus, 
strength and compressive strength by 17%, 11% and 16%, respectively. Mark et al.[74]  
loaded 4 wt.% GNPs into PAN solution, the composite nanofibers prepared via 
electrospinning showed a double normalized young’s modulus. However, opposite 
reinforcing effects have been also reported, such as the strength decrease or firstly 
increase to a critical loading content, then drops down with the increasing GNP 
loading.[89-91] These decrease could be explained by inducing many stress 
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concentration sites and weak interface caused by the ineffective dispersion. Thus, it is 
necessary to develop preparation approaches of optimizing the GNPs dispersion and 
intercalation of molecular chains into layer-stacked structures.[92] 
As mentioned before, the GNPs with excellent in-plane electrical conductivity 
are capable of endowing their composites with pronouncedly improved electrical 
conductivity. The percolation threshold range of GNP/polymer composites is 
generally higher than that of polymer-based composites using CNTs as filler. When 
the internal GNP conducting network constructed, namely beyond the percolation 
threshold, the electrical conductivity of GNP/polymer composites would be 
independent on the loading content and maintain at the stable level of around 10-3 
S·cm-1.[73] Taking advantages of the temperature and pressure dependence of 
electrical conductivity of composites, some interesting smart materials and sensors 
can be achieved. Yu et al.[93] studied the temperature-dependent electrical resistance 
of GNP/carboxymethyl polyvinyl alcohol (CMPVA) composites, where there was a 
significant transition between positive and negative temperature coefficient effect at 
70 oC as demarcation point. The unusual results could be explained by thermal 
expansion of matrix destroyed the conducting network and the increasing thermal 
disturbance of conducting charges. Moreover, in terms of piezoresistive applications, 
Chen et al.[94] reported a GNPs/silicone rubber composite, which exhibited a 
percolation threshold as low as 1.36 vol.% and an ultrasensitive positive 
piezoresistive behavior under the finger-pressure range (0.3-0.7 MPa) The detailed 
discussion of piezoresistive behavior will be introduced in section 1.4.  
Dielectric permittivity is an important physical parameter to evaluate the 
capability of the electrical energy storage of materials. According to the percolation 
theory, the permittivity of composites will exhibit a giant enhancement when the 
internal conducting network is close to be constructed. GNPs with their high aspect 
ratio and electrical conductivity are able to effectively increase the permittivity of 
composite at a relatively low loading content. Be similar to other properties, the 
dielectric permittivity is also influenced by the degree of exfoliation of GNPs. Xu et 
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al.[95] prepared a GNP/PMMA composites through in situ polymerization. Their 
percolation threshold at room temperature was about 1 wt.% GNP loading content, 
much lower than that of the conventional graphite loaded counterpart. For most pure 
polymers the intrinsic permittivity is under a low level. Since poly (vinylidenfluorid) 
(PVDF) possesses relatively high permittivity about 10 at room temperature, it is 
considered as the most promising host dielectric material. Li et al.[96] fabricated the 
GNP/PVDF composite using solution mixing followed by compression molding. A 
large permittivity of 173 and low loss tangent of 0.65 were obtained at 1kHz in the 
GNP content closed to the threshold (2.4 wt.%). With the similar process, He et al.[97] 
integrated acid-intercalation exfoliated GNPs with PVDF to form nanocomposites. 
Their permittivity as high as 200 and 2700 could be achieved near the threshold(1.01 
vol.%) at 1k and 100 Hz, respectively, which is 20 and 270 times higher than that of 
pure PVDF. Furthermore, under a higher GNPs loading content, the composites are 
potential to application of microwave absorber and electromagnetic interference 
shielding.[98-99] 
Phonons propagate fast along the graphene planes but are slower to travel 
interlayer, leading to a highly anisotropic thermal property of graphite. GNPs possess 
a high thermal conductivity and are able to shear this advantage to polymer matrix, in 
order to form composites with improved thermal conductivity. Generally, the thermal 
conductivity of composite lies on not only the aspect ratio and loading content of 
GNPs, but also the interface and contact thermal resistance between filler and matrix. 
Particularly, it is reported that few-layer GNPs have similar aspect ratio to SWCNTs 
but a double increase in thermal conductivity when loaded in an epoxy-based 
composite.[100] With the development of miniaturizing electronics, the undesired 
heat energy dissipation between heat source and circuit board becomes a bothersome 
problem. Thus, thermal interface materials (TIMs) are born at the right moment and 
received intensive progress. Current TIMs consist of polymers or greases loaded with 
thermally conducting particles. The traditional fillers include silver, alumina or silica, 
which can obtain the required thermal conductivity only at very high loading content 
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(~70%).[101] Yu et al.[101] found that the GNPs with 4 layer offered a more than 
3000% increase of thermal conductivity in comparison with neat epoxy, at the loading 
content as low as 25 vol.%. Similar enhancements of thermal conductivity of 
GNPs/polymer composites which aim to be more suitable for the TIMs applications 
have been widely investigated.[102-106] Besides the thermal conducting property, 
GNPs are usually used in amelioration of the thermal stability of polymer composites. 
Generally, thermal stability mainly involves physically thermal expansion and 
chemically thermal degradation/decomposition. For the former, the large 2D layer 
structure of GNPs can effectively restrain the thermal expansion of polymer 
molecules, making GNPs as an efficient dimensional stabilizer.[107-108] With regard 
to the letter, GNPs are able to act as an excellent flame retardant to delay the onset 
temperature of thermal degradation or decomposition. Especially, only 5 wt.% GNPs 
leaded to the increase of onset temperature of composites about 45 oC, 35 oC and 24 
oC in comparison with pure PVA, PMMA and Nylon-6, respectively.[67, 109-110]     
In general, thanks to their merits of 2D multi-layered construction, high aspect 
ratio, low cost and availability of mass-production, which strongly encourages GNPs 
to be the optimal substitution of graphene and employed as an useful filler in 
composites. In fact, most functional properties of composites are dependent on 
dispersion and the exfoliation degree of GNPs. In order to make a further progress in 
the improvement of overall performances of GNPs/polymer composites, the 
reasonable surface modifications and synergetic utilization of multiform carbon fillers 
could be the potential strategies.   
  
1.3 Carbon nanotubes in polymer matrices  
1.3.1 Processing methods 
As mentioned in previous sections, CNTs exhibit dramatic intrinsic properties. 
Dispersing CNTs into various polymer matrices to form structural composites, which 
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benefits to make a great use of the advantage of two phases and further widen their 
applicable range. In fact, CNTs served as not only the effective reinforcing agent, but 
also the excellent functional filler, endowing composites with surprisingly improving 
performances. Generally, the ordinary polymers can be divided into mainly two types: 
thermosetting polymers and thermoplastic polymers. The former is a prepolymer 
material that can cure irreversibly induced by heat, chemical reaction or specific 
irradiation, such as majority of vulcanized rubbers and resins. In contrast, the latter 
can be processed and molded repeatedly above a specific temperature, such as 
majority of plastics: polyethylene (PE), polypropylene (PP), polystyrene (PS), 
polyvinyl chloride (PVC), PVDF, etc. Therefore, in order to obtain the better 
dispersion of CNTs in different polymer matrices, choosing an appropriate processing 
method is important.    
 
1.3.1.1 Dispersing CNTs into thermosetting polymers  
Due to the high specific surface area and Van der Waals interactions, the 
undesired stable bundles are easily formed by CNTs. These bundles are greatly 
difficult to be separated and dispersed uniformly in a polymer matrix. For 
thermosetting polymers, in order to keep CNTs from re-agglomerating during the 
curing process, sufficient energy should be provided to the dispersion of CNTs in the 
liquid prepolymer state. Several processing approaches can be applied to disperse 
CNTs, such as mechanical calendaring, ball milling, high speed stirring, and 
ultrasonication.  
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Fig.1-14 (a) Commercial three roll mills machine and (b) its working 
mechanism[111] 
 
The calendaring mixing involves a two- or three-roll mill, where the series of 
rolls show a different rotating speed with a constant geometric progression and the 
opposing rotating directions between adjacent rolls. The narrow gaps between rollers 
can be adjusted from 500 to 5 µm (depends on the machine types), driving the 
separation of CNTs bundles and formation of homogenous dispersion with a relatively 
narrow size-distribution. This differential speed system is able to generate high shear 
force for well dispersing CNTs into the thermosetting polymers. Fig.1-14 
demonstrates a commercial three-roll mill (a) and its schematic operating mechanism 
(b). Be different from the mechanical melt-mixing process, the calendaring mixing 
always carries out at or around room temperature. The gap width between rollers, 
rolling speed and mixing time are considered as three key factors to determine 
dispersing effect. Particularly, the sheer force applied to the pre-composites is 
positively dependent on the rolling speed, but inversely dependent on the nip width. 
Thostenson et al.[112] intensively investigated the influence of mixing degree of 
CNTs/epoxy controlled by nip width to final dispersion morphologically. The result 
showed that the improving dispersion with the decreasing nip width. In addition, the 
calendaring mixing process is preferably suitable for the liquid pre-polymer with a 
certain viscosity, especially, for the room temperature vulcanized silicone and epoxy 
resin.  
 In-situ polymerization is another efficient processing way to achieve relatively 
uniform dispersion of CNT in a thermosetting polymer. Mixing CNTs and monomers 
firstly with or without solvent, then with enhancing temperature and adding additives, 
composites are formed by polymerizing monomers at the presence of uniformly 
dispersed CNTs. Particularly, in situ polymerization is specific to fabricate composites 
with insoluble and thermally unstable polymers.[113] A number of composites 
loading CNTs were reported prepared through in situ polymerization, such as 
polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA)/SWCNTs composites,[114] CNT/Polyurethane(PU) 
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composites,[115]  poly (2,5-benzoxazole)/MWCNTs composites with significantly 
improved dielectric permittivity,[116] polyimide (PI)/SWCNTs composites with 10-
fold enhanced electrical conductivity,[117] the same system obtained a quite low 
percolation threshold (around 0.05 wt.%) and high piezoresistive stress coefficient of 
1.52×10-3 MPa -1,[118] etc. In situ polymerization with its distinct mixing process 
can significantly promote the interfacial interaction between CNTs fillers and polymer 
matrices, endowing composites with excellent functionalities. It is worthy to note that 
in situ polymerization is also useful to help certain thermoplastic polymers that are 
difficult to be dissolved and process in melt to form composites.  
Solution mixing is another frequently-used approach for fabricating 
thermosetting polymer/CNTs composites. In this method, CNTs particles are 
dispersed and the pre-polymer matrix is dissolved in the specific solvent. The mixture 
mixed by mechanical stirring, magnetic agitation or sonication at room or appropriate 
temperature. For example, Lahiff et al.[119] prepared a elaborate structure through the 
solution mixing: a polydimethylsiloxane(PDMS) was spincoated on the top of CNTs 
forest that synthesized via CVD on patterned substrates, which could illustrate distinct 
functional performance. Because of solution mixing is more utilized for preparing 
thermoplastic-based composites, the detailed discussion will be made in next section. 
 
1.3.1.2 Dispersing CNTs into thermoplastic polymers 
A majority of thermoplastic polymers can be used as structural and engineering 
materials, thus, homogeneously dispersed CNTs can make a positive contribution to 
the expanded reinforcement effect and functional applications.  
As mentioned before, CNTs can be dispersed in solvent as the form of colloidal 
suspension, which benefits to fabricate CNTs-loaded composites through in-situ 
polymerization and solution mixing process. In the way of solution mixing, the 
CNT/polymer composites is formed by evaporating the solvent, which could be the 
most effective way to fabricate composites films with an ultralow thickness in 
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comparison with other ordinary processing methods. Moreover, compared to melt 
mixing (will be introduced later), the solution processing should be a good alternative 
to prepare composites with high filler loading. The viscosity of the mixture can be 
tuned by adjusting the quantity of solvent. However, due to the strong intermolecular 
Van der Waals interactions as well, the way of simply stirring CNTs in a solvent is 
hard to obtain the desired dispersion. In order to ameliorate the condition, it is better 
to use the high power ultrasonic irradiation for cooperating, which is an effective tool 
in breaking CNTs aggregates and entanglements.[113] Utilizing this way, CNTs were 
widely reported being well dispersed in various thermoplastic polymers: PVA,[120] 
acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS),[121] ultrahigh molecular weight polyethylene 
(UHMWPE),[122] PU,[123-124] and PS.[125] In addition, PVDF is a semi-
crystalline thermoplastic polymer with the strong electronegativity structure, 
exhibiting a relatively high dielectric permittivity. PVDF served as potential energy 
storage material, can be completely dissolved in dimethylformamide(DMF) solvent. A 
plenty of PVDF/CNTs composites were fabricated through solution mixing process to 
obtain lower percolation threshold and higher dielectric performance.[126-128]  
Although the solution mixing process exhibits plenty of aforementioned 
advantages, a large quantity of toxic solvents have to be used just for dissolving the 
polymer and dispersing fillers, such as toluene, chloroform, tetrahydrofurane (THF), 
DMF, etc. On one hand, these toxic and carcinogenic solvents would be totally 
discharged into external circumstance in the form of vapor, which is harmful to both 
body health and ecological environment. On the other hand, due to the large 
consumption of high cost chemical solvents, it is difficult for solution mixing to 
realizing mass-products in industrial in a short term.  
Melt-mixing is a good answer to solve these problems, which is a practical and 
useful method for fabricating almost all the thermoplastic polymers, particularly, with 
advantages of simple, fast, massive production and high standardization degree. In the 
melt process, polymer matrices become soft, viscous and processable under a high 
temperature that over melting temperature (Tm). CNTs can be mechanically dispersed 
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into a polymer matrix using the twin screw extruders or compounders.[129] The high 
shear force during the melt-mixing process is capable of breaking the original CNTs 
aggregates and promoting a better dispersion. For example, Dang et al.[130-131] 
dispersing CNTs, carbon black (CB) and their mixture into thermoplastic polymer 
matrices, such as PVDF and UHMWPE to prepare the composites through the melt-
mixing process using a Haake rheometer. The results showed the stable dispersion of 
nanofillers and the significant positive temperature co-efficient (PTC) effect. Zhang et 
al.[132] fabricated nylon-6 based composites loading 1 wt.% MWCNTs as reinforcing 
agent by the method of melt mixing using a Brabender twin-screw mixer, which 
exhibit a improved dispersion and mechanical properties. With the same processing 
method, Bocchini et al.[133] prepared a MWCNTs/linear low density polyethylene 
(LLDPE) composites, where the thermal and oxidative degradation of composites was 
delayed significantly ascribed to the homogeneous dispersion of CNTs. In our group, 
Yuan et al.[134] prepared the MWCNTs/PVDF nano-composites via melt-mixing 
using a twin-screw micro-compounder. The Raman result showed the interfacial 
interaction layer between PVDF and MWCNTs was formed, giving rise to a giant 
dielectric permittivity as high as 3800, while, the conductivity was maintained in low 
level. Besides the morphological methods, the XRD test can be also a useful tool to 
evaluate the CNTs dispersion in polymer matrices.[135]. In addition, a number of 
CNTs/thermoplastics composites were successfully fabricated using this method and 
studied intensively, such as polycarbonate (PC),[136-137] PMMA,[138-140] PI,[141] 
HDPE,[142] PP[143] and polyoxymethylene,[144] etc. 
In summary, for both thermosetting and thermoplastic polymers, there are 
various processing methods can be selected in fabricating the CNTs filled nano-
composites. However, every processing method likes a double-edge sword. It is 
important to choose an appropriate processing method with overall consideration of 
the polymer type and property, the desired functional property, environmental effect, 
time-consumption and cost. Due to the advantages of high repeatability, reliable 
processing capability and free contamination, two types of mechanical mixing process: 
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calendar mixing and melt mixing were selected to be utilized in our experiment. 
 
1.3.2 Performances and applications 
Appropriate mixing and molding process is able to disperse CNTs into various 
polymer matrices, providing composites infinitely splendid possible. CNTs must be 
proud of its large specific surface area and extraordinary intrinsic mechanical 
properties, which makes CNTs as the brilliant star in reinforcing polymer-based 
nanocomposites. Owing to high Van der Waals effect, a tight bonding and 
entanglement between matrix and CNTs can be formed. When adding load onto 
composites, the interface can provide a good interfacial load transfer from low-
modulus matrix to high-modulus CNTs. Thus, CNTs/polymers with improved 
stiffness, strength, and toughness are potential to load-bearing applications.[145] For 
example, the epoxy resin showed 6% and 23% enhancement in stiffness and fracture 
toughness, respectively, by loading just 1 wt.% MWCNT, especially, without 
deteriorating other mechanical properties.[146] Generally, the improvement are 
dependent on CNTs diameter, aspect ratio, alignment, dispersion effect and interfacial 
interaction with matrix.[50] These CNT-reinforced composites are widely used in 
sporting accessories, such as tennis or badminton racket, golf club and bicycle frames. 
Moreover, their potential in the aerospace and aviation technology leads to the 
reduced weight and energy consumption, while enhanced strength.  
With the feature of unusually high thermal conductivity, CNTs is considered as 
one of the best fillers to thermal conductive composites. The thermal conductivity of 
CNTs is dominated by atomic vibration or phonons.[147] Nanocomposites with high 
thermal conductivity are competent to be applied in thermal interface materials, heat 
sinks, print circuit boards, power electronics, electric motors and generators, heat 
exchangers, etc. Compared to the high enhancement of electrical conducting, due to 
the existence of high thermal resistance between CNTs, the thermal conductivity of 
composites shows only moderate enhancement.[147] Biercuk et al.[148] increased 
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successfully the thermal conductivity by 125% through loading 1 wt.% raw SWCNT 
into the epoxy matrix. When the SWCNT content increased to 3 wt.%, the 
enhancement of thermal conductivity was as high as 300% at room temperature.[149] 
In addition, because of MWCNTs is possible to modify the rheological property of 
composite via hindering the flux of degradation products, which is effective to delay 
the heat degradation of composites and be used as a flame-retardant additive to 
plastics. For example, Ge et al.[150] reported that with addition of 5 wt.% MWCNTs, 
the PAN-based composite exhibited a surprising 24 oC shift in onset decomposition 
temperature in comparison with pure PAN. Compared to ordinary halogenated flame 
retardant, the CNTs alternative with less harm to environment is greatly potential to 
be commercialized.[151] 
As mentioned before, both SWCNTs and MWCNTs exhibit high electrical 
conductivities, making them provide composites with various electrical functionalities. 
Plenty of applications are being realizing for these conducting composites, such as 
electrostatic dissipating filters, conducting adhesives, electrostatic painting of mirror 
housings, electromagnetic interference (EMI) shielding, fuel lines printable circuit 
wiring, etc.[9] Especially, as the electrically conducting components in polymer 
composites is the first realized main application in commercial with regard to 
MWCNTs.[9] For example, composites with randomly distributed MWCNTs at 10 wt.% 
loading exhibited the electrical conductivity as high as 104 S m-1.[152] According to 
the classic percolation theory, composites experience a transformation form insulation 
state to conducting state, when the conducting CNTs content beyond the percolation 
threshold. In order to augment electrical conductivity while maintain the flexibility of 
polymer matrix as far as possible, how to reduce the percolation threshold is the 
crucial issue for conducing composites. A number of investigations indicated that the 
percolation threshold of CNT loading composites were dependent on the aspect ratio, 
alignment, dispersion, modification of CNTs, matrix types, processing method, 
quenching, etc.[149, 153-157] When electromagnetic radiation travels in the 
conducting medium, its power and amplitude could be dumped significantly. In fact, a 
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large dielectric loss can be achieved under the filler content far beyond the percolation 
threshold, where the light-weight CNTs/polymer composites are the reasonable choice 
of EMI shielding materials.[158-159] Yang et al.[160] reported that their 
MWCNTs/PP composites showed a considerably higher shielding effectiveness than 
carbon nano-fibers counterpart. Furthermore, piezo-resistive (PR) materials allow 
applied pressure to be quantified through corresponding electrical resistance changes, 
have drawn great interests for their applications in many fields, such as finger sensing, 
artificial-skin and wearable electronic devices. CNTs with its 1-dimensional high 
aspect ratio structure were widely reported as functional fillers serving in the PR 
materials.[161-164] It is noteworthy that the piezo-resistive sensitivity is inversely 
dependent on the aspect ratio of CNTs.[165]  
It is worth to note that there are a number of potential applications for 
composites with low content of CNTs which is insufficient to form the internal 
conducting network. Dielectric elastomer(DE) is one of the most representative 
applications, which can deform when stimulated by an electrical field are an attractive 
branch of electroactive polymers.[280] DEs can be potentially applied as emulational 
robots, haptic displays, and Braille devices, artiﬁcial muscles for orthotics and tunable 
optical lens.[166-169] Their actuation property is proportional to the dielectric 
permittivity, which increases substantially when CNTs content close to threshold, 
according to the classical percolation theory. Kim et al.[170] prepared the 
poly(styrene-b-ethybutylene-b-styrene)(SEBS)/SWCNTs nanocomposite films, which 
exhibits higher dielectric permittivity and actuation strain than SEBS/CB composites. 
Besides the loading component, CNTs also served as the electrode material in DE 
studies. Pei et al.[171-172] utilized SWCNTs as compliant electrodes of DE actuator, 
reducing the probability of terminal failure caused by defects significantly. Moreover, 
further combined SWCNTs with dielectric oil can achieve larger than 150% area 
strain of acrylic film and suppress the corona discharge. In addition, one of the 
promising applications of CNTs is to collect passively component diagnostic data and 
to provide signals that prevent and control component failures, which is an important 
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feature for future aircraft and spacecraft.[173-174] For the CNTs/polymer conducting 
composites, the deformation or damage evolution under loading can be monitored by 
their in situ electrical resistance change.[174-178]   
 
1.3.3 Surface modification 
As discussed before, CNTs employed as an effective reinforcing agent and 
excellent functional filler for polymer composites. However, on one hand, due to 
intrinsic strong Van der Waals interactions, CNTs usually exist as the form of bundles 
that are difficult to be dispersed and aligned in a polymer matrix. These CNT bundles 
give rise to not only the anisotropic properties but also the formation of hard spots in 
mechanical and electrical, which is fatal to the stability and service lifetime of 
composites. On the other hand, owing to the aromatic nature of the bond, the carbon 
atoms on CNTs walls are relatively stable, providing CNTs with the inert feature. 
Thus, their interaction with polymer matrix is mainly by the typical physical 
absorption, namely, Van der Waals interactions. Thus, the continuing efforts have been 
made to modify the surface properties of CNTs and adjust the interfacial conditions, 
in order to guarantee the proper dispersion and appropriate interfacial adhesion 
between CNTs and polymer matrix. These methods can be mainly divided into 
chemical functionalization, doping and interfacial modification in physical.  
Chemical functionalization is the general approaches of attaching functional 
groups and molecules onto the carbon end or the sidewalls of CNTs covalently. The 
direct covalent functionalization at siderwall gives rise to a conversion from sp2 to sp3 
hybridization and a simultaneous loss of π-conjugation system on graphene layer. 
Almost all the chemical functionalizations proceed on chemically reactive sites which 
originated from defects. Defect sites can exist in various forms, such as the open ends, 
holes in the sidewalls, pentagon, heptagon irregularities in the hexagon graphene 
framework.[111] The oxidizing method is the dominating way to create the defects on 
the CNTs, where several strong oxidants can be used as effective defects creator, such 
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as HNO3, H2SO4, H2O2, KMnO4, ozone and reactive plasma.[179-185] These created 
defective sites are able to attach covalently with the carbonoxylic acid or hydroxyl 
groups, making CNTs easily converted into other functional groups and highly 
reactive for further chemical reactions. The degree of functionalization is roughly 
dependent on the time and processing procedures during oxidation reaction and the 
oxidability of acid.[186-187] Besides the oxidation reactions, the fluorination and 
cycloaddition process have been employed for bonding fluorine atoms or other 
functional groups onto sidewalls of CNTs.[188] Particularly, the fluorine atoms can be 
successfully substituted by amino, alkyl and hydroxyl groups.[189-190] The 
chemically functionalized CNTs are rich in polar groups, leading to strong interfacial 
bonds with many polymer matrices, further endowing their composites with improved 
mechanical and functional properties. The relevant processes of chemical 
functionalization are summarized in the Fig.1-15. 
 
Fig.1-15 Strategies for covalent functionalization of CNTs (A: direct sidewall 
functionalization; B:defect functionalization) [111] 
 
In order to further improve the interaction between functionalized CNTs and 
polymer molecules, “grafting to” and “grafting from” are the two main methods 
employed for processing CNTs/polymer composites. The former method involves 
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bonding as-prepared polymer molecules with reactive functional groups onto the 
functionalized CNTs via chemical reactions, which is limited by the relatively small 
grafting fraction and the depressed reactivity of polymer that result from steric 
hindrance.[191]While, the latter is based on the polymer is grafted to the CNTs 
surface via in-situ polymerization of monomers in presence of reactive functionalized 
CNTs and CNT supported initiators.[113] In this case, the grafting density can be 
significantly enhanced. Thus, pre-functionalizing CNTs is an effective way to promote 
the dispersing effect during in situ polymerization process. Hu et al.[192], fabricated 
PI-based composite loading the acyl group grafted MWCNTs via in situ 
polymerization, where CNTs can be uniformly dispersed in polymer matrix.  
 
Fig.1-16 N-doping of CNTs and graphene. (a) possible configurations of N-doping 
and (b) Fe-N4 complex hybridized CNT.[193] 
 
For precisely controlling the electronic structures and properties to meet the 
demand of various applications, substitutional doping of heteroatoms in the graphitic 
lattice has been considered as an efficient and robust approach.[193-195] In this 
method, the atomic scale structures, surface energy, chemical reactivity and 
mechanical properties of CNTs can be modified. Compared to the other elements with 
larger atomic size, boron(B) and nitrogen (N) which possess the small mismatch in 
atomic sizes are the most popular doping elements.[193] Fig.1-16 illustrates 
schematically the B-and N-doping of CNTs. During the doping process, there is a 
competition between C=C and C-heteroatom bonding, which is strongly dependent on 
the synthesis temperature. A moderate temperature is preferable to benefit the 
formation of C-heteroatom bonds.[196] Compared to the initial CNTs, dramatic 
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changes in structure can be exhibited in doped-CNTs, such as bamboo-like features, 
branching and knee-like bending can be obtained by N-, S- and B-doping, 
respectively.[197-199] Due to the high charge density and tunable surface charge state 
of heteroatom-doped CNTs, it has been proved with enhanced chemical 
reactivity.[200-201] For example, it is found that the N-doped sites can be utilized not 
only as initiator for polymer molecular chain growth, but also for direct deposition of 
various ceramics, metals and polymers at CNTs surfaces.[202-203] These core/shell 
nano-structures with particular polarization behaviors are highly potential for the high 
performance composites. In addition, beyond the limitation of several elements, 
recently, charge-transfer doping is a novel method for various kinds of dopants 
transfer charges to CNTs, for instance, gas molecules, organic/organometallic 
molecules, polymers, metals and metal oxides.[193] Kong et al.[204] studied the 
charge-transfer doping of SWCNTs by NO2 and NH3, applied for gas sensing 
successfully. 
 
 
Fig.1-17 Schematics of CNT functionalization using non-covalent methods. (a) 
polymer wrapping and (b) surfactant adsorption.[111]  
 
Physical functionalization is a non-covalent method for tuning the interfacial 
properties of CNTs, which can effectively improve the solubility and processability 
without sacrificing the physical properties of CNTs. Polymer wrapping process is one 
of the representatives. Through the Van der Waals interactions and π-π stacking 
between CNTs and polymer chains containing aromatic rings, polymer wrap around 
the CNTs to form supermolecular complexes of CNTs[111](see Fig.1-17a). 
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Surfactants play a important role in functionalizing CNTs. CNTs can be well 
dispersed in water in the presence of anionic, cationic and non-ionic surfactants(see 
Fig.1-17b) [111]. The interaction between the surfactants and CNTs can be influenced 
by the nature of the surfactants, such as the alkyl chain length, functional group size 
and charge.[111] Barrau et al.[205] ameliorated the dispersion of CNTs in an epoxy 
matrix by utilizing the amphiphilic palmitic acid as the surfactant. The hydrophobic 
part of palmitic acid is absorbed onto the CNTs, while the electrostatic repulsions 
between CNTs induced by hydrophilic groups play an important role in keeping them 
from aggregation.     
 
1.3.4 Construction design- micro-nano hybrids structures 
Functionalization of CNTs can effectively improve both the CNTs dispersion in 
polymer matrices and interaction between phases. However, aforementioned methods 
have undesired drawbacks as well. During the chemical functionalization reactions, 
CNTs are strongly possible to be fragmented into smaller pieces through the powerful 
ultrasonication process, which is fatal to the intrinsic mechanical properties of CNTs, 
and meanwhile induces the increased dielectric percolation threshold. In addition, 
both methods of chemical functionalization and heteroatom doping are usually 
accompanied by defect formation in graphic structures. The transformation of 
bonding hybridization from sp2 to sp3 leads to the oxygenated sites becoming local 
carrier-scattering site, reducing the carrier mobility and disrupting the π conjugation. 
Particularly, the π conjugation dominates the transport ability of electrons and 
phonons, which are responsible for the electrical and thermal conductions of CNTs, 
respectively.[111].The utilizations of concentrated acids or strong oxidants also result 
in the environmental pollution.  
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Fig.1-18 SEM morphologies of (a) the urchin-like and (b) the six-branch structure of 
Al2O3- MWCNTs hybrid constructions. (c) “single-direction” and (d) “two-direction” 
SiC-CNT hybrid.[31, 206] 
 
Besides approaches of optimizing the surface composition of CNTs and the 
processing mode, very recently, the dispersion states of CNTs in matrix are capable of 
being ameliorated significantly by designing the CNTs construction reasonably. These 
specific constructions allowed CNTs arrays synthesized vertically on to the micro-
scaled substrates, forming CNTs-based hybrid constructions. In our recent research, 
the well-organized micro-nano hybrid constructions obtained by synthesizing CNTs 
on semi-conducting substrates micro-SiC, micro-spherical Al2O3 through the floating 
catalyst CVD process.[31, 207-211] Fig.1-18 presents the morphological images of 
typical SiC-CNTs hybrids and Al2O3-CNTs hybrids constructions. Since the 
relationship among hybrids organization, experimental parameters during CVD 
synthesis and substrate types have been intensively investigated, these micro-nano 
hybrid constructions exhibited outstanding ability in improving the various functional 
properties of composites.  
The aligned CNTs of the hybrids can improve the interfacial properties between 
substrates and the matrix, leading to a significant mechanical reinforcement to 
composites. Ci et al.[207] prepared a SiC-CNTs hybrids/epoxy composite with a 23.5% 
increase of Young’s modulus in comparison with neat epoxy. Li et al.[212] compared 
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the mechanical performances of epoxy-based composites loading Al2O3-CNTs hybrids 
with different aspect ratio of grown CNTs. Although both the mechanical elastic 
modulus and tension strength of composite firstly increased then decreased with the 
enhancing aspect ratios, the tension modulus and strength increased by more than 8% 
and 14%, respectively, compared to neat epoxy. Besides the reinforcing effect in 
mechanical, micro-nano hybrid constructions also make positive contribution to the 
thermal property. Bozlar et al.[213] reported the Al2O3-CNTs hybrids/epoxy 
composites achieved a predicted thermal conductivity at the very low filler content, 
where aligned CNT arrays are able to effectively reduce the number of thermal 
contact resistances between CNTs. 
Hybrid micro-architectures play a positive role in keep CNTs from forming 
aggregations. Thus, both interfacial area and polarization between fillers and matrices 
can be effectively enhanced, which benefits the reduction of dielectric percolation 
threshold. Yuan et al.[214] fabricated a SiC-CNTs hybrids/PVDF composite, where a 
large dielectric permittivity before percolation and a low real percolation threshold 
were obtained as more than 800 at 100Hz and 1.47 vol.%, respectively. Li et al.[211] 
found the PVDF-based composites loading “single-direction” SiC-CNTs hybrids 
possessed lower percolation threshold than loading “multi-direction” counterpart. As 
mentioned before, the application in in-situ sensing is a very useful field in aerospace 
field. However, CNTs hybrids with their particular construction are capable of 
forming the internal conducting network, in order to detect structural failures and give 
back the corresponding response. Li et al.[212, 215-216] studied the in situ sensing 
properties of epoxy and glass fabric reinforced epoxy-based composites with various 
micro-nano hybrids, which are strongly dependent on the CNT aspect ratio, substrate 
types and hybrid constructions.  
 
1.4 The conductive network construction of composites 
Setting the percolation threshold as the watershed, polymer-based composites 
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can be divided into two aspects of pre- and post-percolation. The former exhibits the 
insulating or semi-conducting feature, which is potential to applications of dielectric 
capacitors and energy storage. While owing to its formed electrically conducting 
network, the latter shows the typical behaviors of conductors and makes a great 
contribution to functional conducting composites. Because of the dielectric and 
electrical conductive performance of composites are the most important issues to be 
investigated in this thesis, it is deeply necessary to make a detailed theoretical 
background before studying them.  
 
1.4.1 Pre-percolation: dielectric composites 
1.4.1.1 Polarization and relaxation 
Dielectric property is one of the most frequently investigated properties for 
composites in the pre-percolation region. Generally, the dielectric permittivity is a 
frequency-dependent complex physical quantity.  
( ) ( ) ( )ωεωεωε '''* j−=                       (1-1) 
where ω is angular frequency, the real ε’(ω) and imaginary part ε’’(ω) is related to the 
dielectric permittivity and loss, respectively. ε’(ω) is usually denoted as εr which is 
responsible for evaluating the relative electrical energy storage of a material, in 
comparison with the permittivity in vaccum (ε0 =8.854 pF·m-1). The frequency-
dependent heat energy dissipation induced by alternative electrical field are usually 
characterized by the loss tangent (tanδ(ω)).  
( ) ( ) ( )ωεωεωδ '''tan =                       (1-2) 
When an external electric field goes through a dielectric, internal charges are 
polarized to form an equivalent internal electrical field to resist and balance the 
external one. The process of separating positive/negative charges from the balance 
state and the forming the electric dipole moments is the so-called polarization. 
Typically, the polarization of dielectrics mainly includes electron polarization, ionic 
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polarization, dipole polarization and interfacial polymerization. These four dominant 
polarization forms are schematically demonstrated in Fig. 1-18.[217]  
(a) Electron polarization As shown in Fig. 1-19a, for each neutral atom, the cores 
of the rounding electron cloud with negative charges and their central atomic nucleus 
that possessing positive charges coincide and without presenting the electric dipole 
moment. However, under the influence of external electrical field, electron cloud 
would deform and form a tiny electric dipole moment. This is the electron 
polarization, typically, which carries out in any materials and can be observed at 
ultrahigh frequency range (1014-1016 Hz).  
(b) Ionic polarization The ionic polarization generally exists in the ionic crystals 
such as NaBr, KCl and NaCl which composed of equal kations and anions. When 
adding the external electrical field to crystal, the kations and anions are able to move 
along the electrical field and break the initial chained-arrangement. Meantime, the 
electric dipole moment also changes from 0 to certain values (see Fig.1-19b) The 
ionic polarization usually takes place at high-frequency level around 1012 Hz. 
 
Fig.1-19 Electrical mechanism of (a) electron, (b) ionic, (c) dipole and (d) interfacial 
polarization.[217]  
 
(c) Dipole polarization Some molecules possess the intrinsic permanent electric 
dipole such as HCl, which shows a randomly orientation induced by thermal 
excitation effect (see Fig.1-19c). However, when applying an external electric field, 
these permanent dipoles tend to arrange themselves and form dipole moments along 
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the direction of electric field. This polarization caused by dipole orientation occurs at 
the lower frequency range (~ 106 Hz) and presents stronger temperature-dependency 
in comparison with electron and ionic polarization.[218]  
(d) Interfacial polarization Charges accumulate on the interfaces of 
heterogeneous materials or the different regions of homogenous material, leading to 
the interfacial polarization.[219-220] As shown in Fig.1-19d, more opposite charges 
will be attracted to electrodes by accumulated ones. Due to the permittivity is 
positively associated with the electric charge at a constant input electrical field, the 
increasing charges give rise to an enhancement of permittivity. It is worth to note that 
the interfacial polarization plays a dominating role in improve permittivity of 
polymer-based composites, the multi-phase heterogeneous materials. In fact, a 
majority of approaches of augmenting permittivity of composites are based on 
enhancing the interfacial polarization by adjusting interfacial structure or increasing 
interface, such as functionalizing surfaces of nanoparticles in chemical or physical, 
improving filler dispersion through various processing procedures, avoiding the CNTs 
aggregation by construction design, etc. In additional, it is inevitable to include 
various mobile charges such as electrons, holes, ion vacancies, which could make 
contributions to the interfacial polarization as well. This kind of polarization can be 
characterized at low frequency region, ranging from 10-2 to 102 Hz. 
 
Fig.1-20 The frequency dependence of imaginary and real parts of the dielectric 
permittivity.[217] 
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The dielectric relaxation is the transformation process from one to another 
equilibrium state (polarized/non-polarized), where the relaxation time is an important 
parameter to determine the dielectric loss. Take the dipole polarization as an example, 
dipoles in dielectrics always keep adjusting their orientations with the alternating 
electric field. The dielectric relaxation can be inhibited by the thermal excitation and 
trop short relaxation time, where in both cases dipoles would orientate randomly 
rather than consistently following the electric field direction. Thus, the dielectric 
behavior of composite is dependent on not only the frequency of alternating electric 
field, but also the temperature, according to the thermal excitation and time-
temperature equivalence. Fig.1-20 illustrates the frequency-dependent features of 
complex dielectric permittivity.      
 
1.4.1.2 Theoretical models  
A majority of materials consist of more than one component or phase, 
particularly, the multi-phased composites. In fact, due to a number of real effects need 
to be involved, it is very tough to achieve a precise calculation of permittivity of 
composites. Since the middle of last century, several dielectric models were 
discovered and then improved by more and more subsequent studies. Although these 
models can make a positive contribution to the prediction of permittivity of 
composites, they are still limited by the narrow applicable range.  
 
Fig.1-21 Distribution of the two phases in heterogeneous composites. 
 
(a) The simple boundary model. For any two-phase composite, the lower and 
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upper bound of permittivity εc,min and εc,max are denoted by a series and parallel model, 
respectively.  
mffm
fm
c φεφε
εε
ε
+
=min,                      (1-3) 
ffmmc φεφεε +=max,                      (1-4) 
where εm, εf are the permittivity of matrix and loaded filler, respectively; φm and φf are 
the volume fraction of matrix and filler in composite, respectively. Typically, φm +φf 
=1. In fact, Equ.1-3 and 1-4 provide two bounds for the dielectric permittivity εc of 
composites in any given physical system: εc,min≤εc≤εc,max. The mentioned mixing 
models with series and parallel are shown in Fig.1-21a and b. However, the real 
distribution of two phases is much more complex than these ideal models (see Fig.1-
21c) 
(b) Maxwell-Garnett model. When spherical fillers are distributed into a 
continuous matrix phase, the permittivity of composites can be calculated out via 
Maxwell-Garnett formula.[221-222]  
mf
mf
f
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mc
εε
εε
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εε
εε
22 +
−
=
+
−                    (1-5) 
Maxwell-Garnett model is typically suitable for the spherical particles. However, 
in order to better estimate the permittivity of real composite, the model should be 
modified by considering the geometry of dispersed particles. Thus, the modified 
model with taking into a depolarization factor which concerns to the deviation from 
sphericity was developed.[223] 
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mmff
mff
mc A εεεφ
εεε
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1
1  for φf <0.1      (1-6) 
Where A signify the depolarization.[224] Maxwell-Garnett model has widened its 
applicable range by giving up considering the resistivity of two phases. However, 
when the conducting fillers are loaded in composite with an increasing fraction, the 
significant transition from insulator to conductor gives rise to that the simulating 
results have relatively large deviation from the real values.  
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(c) Bruggeman model 
Aforementioned transition of conducting state can be simulated by the 
Bruggeman effective-medium model.[225-227] When fill spherical particles into 
dielectric matrix, the permittivity of composite acts up to the following formulas. 
( )( )
3131
1
m
mff
c
cf
ε
εεφ
ε
εε −−
=
−
                 (1-7) 
The Bruggeman model defines the spherical particles should possess a homogenous 
ambience. However, practically, those particles would contact to each other when the 
percolation takes place. The model cannot involve the interaction of inter-particles, 
thus, can only be used at the loading content below the threshold. With consideration 
of the interaction of particles, the Bruggeman model can be modified into Jaysundere-
Smith equation: 
( ) ( ) ( )[ ]
( )[ ] ( ) ( )[ ]fmfmmfmfmf
fmfmmfmfmmff
f εεεεφεεεφφ
εεεεφεεεφεφε
φε
23123
231]23[
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=    (1-8) 
This equation served in estimating the permittivity of composites filled with a small 
quantity of spherical conducting particles.  
(d) Lichtenecker rule 
In distinctively, Lichtenecker rule is an empirical equation deduced from 
experimental results directly.  
n
ff
n
mm
n
c εφεφε +=                      (1-9) 
where the parameter n obtained from the experiments, which varies from -1 to 1. Each 
value of n corresponds to a micro-structure of composite. Particularly, n equals to -1 
and 1, the extreme value, corresponding to the mentioned series and parallel model, 
respectively. Although it is not very clear about the applicable range of this model 
even nowadays, it is suitable for fitting permittivity of various heterogeneous 
materials. It is maybe explanted by the compromise of series and parallel extreme 
conditions.    
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1.4.1.3 Maxwell-Wagner-Sillars effect and Micro-capacitor model 
When loading conducting particles into insulating polymer matrix, the 
permittivity of composites shows a giant enhancement. This enhancement usually 
takes place at the filler-loading content closed to percolation threshold. Recently, the 
Maxwell-Wagner-Sillars effect and micro-capacitor model have been considered as 
two reasonable models to provide explanation to the enhancement.   
According to Maxwell electromagnetic field theory, when a current flows 
through the interface between two dielectric materials with different relaxation times τ 
(τ is the ratio of the permittivity ε and the conductivity σ), electric charge qs can be 
accumulated at this interface.[228] This is the Maxwell-Wagner-Sillars effect. Due to 
the relaxation time of polymer is about several orders of magnitude longer than 
conducting carbon nano-particles, charges can easily accumulated at the interface of 
insulating and conducting phase, giving rise to an improved interfacial polarization 
and dielectric permittivity. Dang et al.[127] prepared a trifluorophenyl(TFP)-
funtionalized MWCNTs/PVDF composite, displaying a giant dielectric permittivity as 
high as 8000 at 100 Hz. Due to the strong interaction between TFP-MWCNTs and 
PVDF matrix by F groups enriched in the interface, the nomadic charges were 
blocked at internal interface. Both the large π-orbital of MWCNTs that endows large 
domains with nomadic electrons and F groups with strong electronegativity plays an 
important role in reinforcing the Maxwell-Wagner-Sillars effect. Similar reinforcing 
effect can be also found in Yuan’s work.[134] 
It is known that conducing particles with the loading content near threshold are 
isolated by thin dielectric polymer layers to form a heterogeneous percolative system, 
which could provide a dielectric with outstanding features of energy storage.[229] It 
can be explained by employing the microcapacitor model: each adjacent conducting 
particles are served as a local micro-capacitor, where the fillers are considered as two 
electrodes and the very thin polymer matrix layer in between as the dielectric. With 
the increasing content and aspect ratio of conducting fillers, the interajacent dielectric 
layers become thinner and thinner. Thus, each microcapacitor contributes a dramatic 
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large capacitance. Each filler is not confined to be applied as the electrode of only one 
micro-capacitor, while, countless conducing fillers as the shearing electrodes forms a 
network of local capacitors. This capacitor-network is responsible for the achieved 
giant permittivity and intensity of local electric field when conducting fillers are 
extremely close to each other near threshold. The improved intensity of the local 
electric field drives the migration and accumulation of the charge carriers in interfaces, 
promoting the Maxwell-Wagner-Sillars effect and further improving the permittivity 
of composites.[230] Simoes et al.[231] developed the capacitor model numerically, 
which was able to well explain the anomalous decrease of permittivity above the 
percolation threshold by the formation and destruction of micro-capacitor networks. 
Both 1D CNTs and 2D disk-shaped GNPs with high aspect ratio are promising 
electrodes for separating polymer matrix into a great number of thin layers as 
dielectrics, leading to a micro-capacitor network.[134, 232] Thus, it is worth to note 
that the dielectric permittivity is strongly dependent on the dispersion and distribution 
of conducting particles, giving rise to the considerable variations of electrical 
properties.  
 
1.4.1.4 Challenges 
Dielectric material is the promising candidate for energy conversion and storage 
systems. Compared with traditional batteries, capacitors that based on dielectrics have 
much higher charge/discharge speed, but cannot hold much energy. The energy 
density (Ue) of a dielectric material is related to its dielectric permittivity (εr) and the 
applied electrical field (E). 
2
02
1 EU re εε=                         (1-10) 
Therefore, to improve the energy density of a dielectric capacitor, it is reasonable 
to increase the dielectric permittivity and dielectric strength (the minimum electric 
field responsible for the dielectric breakdown) simultaneously. Ceramics with high 
permittivity play effective roles in increasing permittivity of composites. However, 
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the effective increase can only take place under high loading content, where the weak 
interfacial interaction and undesired pores make the flexibility and continuity of 
composite, the distinctive superiority of polymer matrix, deteriorated quickly. In 
terms of conducting particles filled composites, conducting network formed at the 
percolation threshold, where the high leakage current is capable of running through 
the materials, leading to a dielectric breakdown. Due to the dielectric breakdown is 
irreversibly fatal to performance and applicability, to improve dielectric strength of 
percolative nanocomposites is the key challenges in long term.  
       
1.4.2 Percolation behavior 
1.4.2.1 Principle and theoretical models 
Percolation theory was firstly proposed as a mathematic issue, aiming at the 
study of influences caused by the variation of interconnecting degree of each 
component in a huge and disordered system.[233] It was then employed to explain 
various physical phenomena, due to its distinctive characteristic of making a 
connection between micro-structures and macro-properties of heterogenous materials.  
 
Fig.1-22 Schematic of nonlinear changes in the properties of composites neat the 
percolation threshold. The insets demonstrate the geometric phase transistion of 
conducting fillers.[233] 
 
With regard to the dielectric percolation, as shown in Fig.1-22, at low filler 
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loading concentration, conducting particles are separated from each other by the 
insulating polymer matrix which dominates the electrical properties of composites. 
With the increasing loading content, adjacent particles form into local clusters. Ever-
increasing clusters connect to each other and construct a 3D conducing network at a 
critical filler loading, leading to a dramatic enhancement of electrical conductivity and 
the transformation from insulator to conductor. Particularly, this critical loading is the 
percolation threshold fc, which is allowed to be estimated theoretically by the classical 
percolation power laws.[126, 233] 
(1) For the conducting filler content (ffiller) is close to but below fc, the 
conductivity of composite (σc) follows the law: 
( ) sfillercc ff −−∝σ                        (1-11) 
Where s is critical exponent which depends on the dimension of fillers, for example, s 
= 1.1-1.3 or 0.7-1.0 for fillers with 2D or 3D constructions, respectively. 
(2) For the condition of ffiller > fc, the conductive fillers construct a continuous 
percolating path throughout the polymer matrix. σc of composite is determined by the 
following equation: 
( )tcfillerc ff −∝σ                         (1-12) 
Where the critical exponent t is also related to the dimension of fillers, t =1.1-1.3 for 
2D fillers; t=1.6-2.0 for 3D fillers. 
(3) For the extreme condition, the filler loading is very close to fc, namely, ∣ffiller 
- fc∣→0, σc of composite is described as: 
uωσ ∝                             (1-13) 
Where ω = 2πν, ν is the frequency, u = t / (s+t) is the corresponding critical exponent.  
In similar, not only the σc increases over several orders of magnitudes, but the 
permittivity exhibits a giant enhancement at the percolation threshold, which diverges 
as follows. 
( ) 'c sfillerc ff −−∝‘ε     for ffiller < fc         (1-13) 
Where s’ is a critical exponent of approximately 1. Notably, this is not always 
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observed in practical continuous systems.[126] 
 
1.4.2.2 Influential factors to percolation threshold 
The percolation threshold of a composite is significantly influenced by the 
dispersion, aspect ratio, shape and interface condition of conducting fillers. The 
dispersion and distribution of conducting fillers within the polymer matrix served 
determinate role in influencing the fc. Take CNTs as an example, inferior dispersion 
and distribution can be achieved by insufficient or unreasonable mixing process. The 
entangled CNTs bundles or locally concentrated CNTs aggregations are highly 
possible to form a local conducting path, leading to the unauthentic fc and dielectric 
strength. In addition, the fc of same composite can be verified by different mixing 
process, molding method, and with or without post-treatment. Yuan et al.[134] 
fabricated a CNTs/PVDF composite through melt-mixing with fc of ~10 vol.% which 
is much higher than that of composites prepared by solution mixing. It is explained by 
that the high temperature and shear force break CNTs into smaller tubes in some ways, 
giving rise to a higher fc. For a multi-phase (more than two phases) composite filled 
with spherical conducting fillers, its fc is determined by the ration between the particle 
size of the major and minor phase. For instance, a very low fc of 0.095 was obtained 
from the Ni/ferrite/polymer composite, which resulted from the small Ni particles 
were forced into the gaps between larger ferrite particles.[ncw10R8] 
 
Fig.1-23 Dependence of the percolation threshold on the aspect ratio of the fillers in 
composistes filled with randomly oriented fibers.[233] 
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Compared to spherical particles, ellipsoidal fillers can reduce the fc of composite 
into a low level, because the ellipsoidal fillers form an interconnection more easily. 
The aspect ratio of filler is another dominating factor in determining fc. As shown in 
Fig.1-23, plenty of simulating and experimental results have proven that the fc reduces 
with the increasing aspect ratio.[234-235] No matter CNTs with high aspect ratio in 
axial or GNP and graphene with high aspect ratio in radial, which can provide their 
composites a sharp change in conductivity and permittivity at very low fc.[157, 236] 
Furthermore, due to the size effect, the fc reduction is related to the difference of 
nanotubes length, implying that the fc can be effectively reduced by adding a small 
quantity of longer CNTs. In fact, the hybrid nanofiller system with two or three 
different aspect ratios leads to better properties of composites, especially, the 
electrical properties. Thanks to this synergetic effect, the hybrid conducting filler of 
CNTs and GNPs filled composites exhibited a dramatically enhanced electric 
conductivity at low loading levels in comparison with GNPs or CNTs singly filled 
composite.[237-238] Fig.1-24 presents the synergetic effect of CB, GNP and CNT 
three-phase filler system.[239]  
When the spheroid filler particles are oriented under electric field or polarization, 
which is able to form the anisotropic microstructure of composite. In this case, the 
different fc observed along the direction parallel or perpendicular to the filler. For 
example, CNTs that aligned in the in-plane direction were loaded into a polymer 
matrix, the difference of fc along the two orthogonal plane could reach to one order of 
magnitude.[233]    
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Fig.1-24 (a) The electrical conductivity of multi-formed conducting particles filled 
composites. (b) Schematic illustration of the synergetic effect of GNPs, CB and CNTs. 
 
In addition, the fc of composite is determined by not only characteristics of fillers, 
but also the features of polymer matrix such as viscosity, polarity and degree of 
polarization, and the interfacial interaction between fillers and matrix. Generally, the 
influence of matrix features to fc concentrates on that matrix hinders the uniform 
distribution of fillers, which results in a higher fc. This problem can be ameliorated by 
utilizing immiscible multi-phase polymer matrices to some extents.[233] Moreover, 
several strategies have been used for tuning the interface between filler and matrix, 
such as chemical surface functionalization and core-shell constructions. The electrical 
conductivities of fillers and the contact rate between adjacent fillers can be adjusted 
by controlling the composition and thickness of these additional intermediate layers. 
Thus, with aims of suppressing the dielectric loss, improving the dielectric strength 
and widening the compositional window, these strategies are promising way to tune fc 
of composite.[230]   
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1.4.3 Post-percolation: conducting composites 
1.4.3.1 Ohmic contact and Tunneling theory  
The percolation means the internal conducting network has been constructed. 
However, what kind of interaction that between conducing particles plays a 
dominating role in inducing the formation of network, how the leakage current is 
generated and transferred, which will be introduced in following part.  
Ohmic contact is one of the most common interconnecting methods, where 
conducting particles contact to each other directly through overlapping. For instance, 
both the electrical interconnection between single CNTs of CNTs bundle and 
interlayer interconnection of GNPs can be considered as the ohmic contact in 
electrical. Although the individual CNT has the electrical conductivity as high as in 
the order of 104-107 S·m-1, the ohmic contact resistances between CNTs cannot be 
ignored.[240] In particular, the ohmic contact resistance between crossed metal/metal-
type or semiconducting/semiconducting- type SWCNTs was measured as 100-400 kΩ, 
which is close to the theoretical level varied from 100kΩ to 3.4MΩ.[241-242] When 
conducting fillers are dispersed into a polymer matrix, the ohmic contact would also 
take place in composites. On one hand, in the local aggregation of conducting fillers 
caused by inhomogeneous dispersion. On the other hand, the probability of ohmic 
contact is positively related to the filler loading content when beyond fc. 
In comparison with the ohmic contact, the inter-particle tunneling effect is 
preferably considered as the dominant mechanism of interconnecting conducting 
fillers to form the conducting network. It is worth to note that the tunneling effect 
make a connections between particles in electrical rather than geometrical. When 
conducting fillers are dispersed in a matrix, they can be separated by the thin and 
insulating matrix layers. According to the micro-capacitor model, a large local electric 
field generated between two conducing fillers. If the intermediate layer with a very 
low thickness cannot withstand the ever-increasing local electric field, a short circuit 
occurs and induces large leakage current, which is the tunneling effect.[243-244] In 
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fact, there is a competition between Coulomb blockade and tunneling between 
neighboring conducting particles. According to the tunneling model, the inter-particle 
tunneling conductivity (σtun) can be described as:[245]  

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d
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2expσ                      (1-14) 
Where l is the centre to centre spacing of the particles, b and d are the radius of the 
particles and the typical tunneling range, respectively. For the CNTs/polymer 
composite, the maximum tunneling distance is calculated about 1.8nm.[240] In fact, 
the (l-2b) represents the real distance between the edges of particles, which is 
determined by the filler loading content. The conductivity of composite increases 
exponentially, due to the sharply decreased value of (l-2b) nearby the percolation 
threshold. With further increasing filler loading leads to the l→2b, the intermediate 
insulating matrix layer becomes ultra-thin, not only plenty of tunneling current but 
more and more quasi-ohmic contacts occurs, where a stable conducting network is 
established. Simmons et al.[246] also gave an approximate estimation of the tunneling 
resistance (Rtun) between two neighboring CNTs: 
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Where V is the electrical potential difference, J the tunneling current density, e the 
quantum of electricity, m the mass of electron, h the Planck’s constant, d the distance 
between CNTs, λ the height of barrier, and A the cross-sectional area of tunnel. 
According to this estimation, Hu et al. [huning08] simulated and achieved a negative 
correlation between tunneling conductivity and distance between CNTs under 
different λ values (see Fig.1-25). 
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Fig.1-25 Modeling of tunneling effect in the resistor network.[247] 
 
In addition, the tunneling between only closest adjacent particles is taken into 
account, which could be responsible for the nonuniversality of critical exponents of 
percolation power laws.[248] For example, some abnormally large t of 5~10 have 
been reported in percolative composites.[233, 249] 
 
1.4.3.2 Piezo-resistive behaviors  
At the critical loading content that region beyond the threshold and before the 
stable conducting network established, composites exhibit the fantastic piezo-resistive 
feature. The PR behavior is an important functional property of composites and 
greatly potential to numerious intresting applications. In fact, the PR effect is a 
competition between destruction and constuction of internal conducting network 
under the additional pressure. The formed internal conductive network reconstructs 
itself synchronizedly with external applied pressure, showing a measurable electric 
resistance deviation. According to the classical tenneling theory, Zhang et al.[250] 
calculated the total electrical resistance R of composite as follow: 





=
N
LRR tun                          (1-16) 
Where L and N is the number if particles forming a single conducting path and the 
number of conductive paths, respectively. Integrating the eqn.1-14 and eqn.1-15, R of 
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composite changes exponentially with the inter-particle spacing. However, the 
spacing can be adjusted by not only the filler loading contet, but also the applied 
deformation. Particularly, the external pressure and deformation are able to orientate 
the conductive particles along a certain direction and vary the inter-particle distance, 
leading to the corresponding resistance changes and a difference of resistance 
changing types in various directions (see Fig.1-26[154, 251-252]). According to the 
same or reverse response of the resistance of composite with the increasing external 
pressure, the PR behavior can be devided into two main types: positive PR behavior 
and negative PR behavior. The PR bahavior is dependent on the applying type of 
external pressure and the shape of conductive particles. Generally, uniaxial tension 
leads to a typical positive PR behavior, while applying uniaxial compression to 
composite filled conductive particles with low aspect ratio (such as low structure CB 
and metallic powder) or high aspect ratio (such as high structure CB, CNTs, GNPs 
and graphene) gives rise to the typical negative or positive PR behavor, 
respectively.[165, 253]  
Sensitivity, coherency and repeatability are main three factors to evaluate the PR 
behavior of a composite. Firstly, high PR sensitivity requires composites to exhibit a 
large resistance change when responded to a small pressure stimulis, which is the 
substantial functional property of PR composites. In recent decades, with the ever-
improving PR sensitivity, PR composites are potential to be applied into ultra-precise 
sensing system. According to the influence form of applied external loading, the 
sensitivity of PR composites can be evaluated effectively by the gauge factor (GF) 
and pressure sensitivity (PS), respectively, which is typically applied in the strain or 
pressure sensors. It is generally confirmed that the PR sensitivity of composites 
attains the maximal value at the filler content beyond and just over the threshold, due 
to the just established unstable internal conducting network. In this case, a small 
pressure may not influence the inter-particle distance of micro-capacitor structures but 
is sufficient to induce a relatively significant impact to the total conducting network, 
leading to a obvious PR properties. Be contrary to the effect of conducting filler 
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aspect ratio to percolation shreshold, composites with lower aspect ratio of conducing 
filler that more easily orientate along applied loads show higher PR sensitivities. In 
addition, the threshold value and flexibility of polymer matrix also play important 
roles in determining the PR sensitivities. Composites become no more soft under high 
conducting filler loadings. The strong strenthening effect originated from 
nanoparticles significantly enhances the elastic modulus and make composites hard to 
deform and realize PR property under external loading. 
 
Fig.1-26 Schematic models for the change of internal conducting network of 
composites consist of (a) CNTs and (b) GNPs.[94, 252] 
 
Good coherency means composites have a relatively short relaxation time, the 
change of electrical resistance can well match the varying applied loading. In fact, due 
to the intrinsic viscoelastic feature of polymers, the delay between deformation and 
electric resistance change is inevitable, which is influenced by testing temperature, 
loading-unloading frequency, degree of crosslinking, etc. In order to achieve a better 
coherency as far as possible, it is neccessary for composites to have good 
interadhesion between filler and matrix and an excellent elasticity. Moreover, the PR 
tests taken at the Hooke region show better coherency in comparison with that at 
plastic region. The repeatability is a dominanting property served to evaluate the 
stability, life-time and applicability of PR composites. Owing to the viscoelastic 
characteristic of macromolecular, both the stress relaxation and sweeping effect 
probably lead to a reduction of electric resistance changing amptitude and PR 
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sensitivity after a long-tern operation. Furthermore, the continous loading-unloading 
cycles are able to modify permanently the structure of the conductive networks, 
resulting in a irreversible impact to PR sensitivity.  
In addition, designing a PR device properly also benefits to improve the 
integrated sensitivity as high as possible. Pang et al.[254] proposed an amazaing 
ultraflexible device composed of linterlocking pillars for detecting multiple stimuli 
such as compression, shear and torsion forces (see Fig.1-27). Although the device is 
conceptual now, the surprising strategy is suffient to provide a broader space for the 
develepment of PR composites.  
 
Fig.1-27 Conceptual images of the device composed of interlocking pillars used for 
detecting multiple stimuli.[254] 
 
1.4.3.3 Applications and Perspectives  
Due to the typical mechanical-electrical response, PR composites are promising 
candidates for various sensors. According to the flexibility of host polymer, PR 
composites are potential to apply in “hard” or “soft” sensor. For the former, PR 
composites consist of conducting particles and a hard polymer matrix, such as epoxy 
and thermoplastics. These functional composites with high elastic modulus have been 
widely used in the in-situ fractures sensing in aerospace field, which has been 
introduced in detail in section 1.3.2. For the latter, the host polymers of composite are 
mainly flexible elastomers, including traditional rubbers, silicone rubber and 
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flexibility-controlled PU, etc. With merits of high flexibility, sensitivity and relatively 
wide operating temperature range, elastomers-based PR composites have drawn great 
interests for their applications in many fields, such as artificial-skin, finger sensing 
and wearable electronic devices.[255-256]. 
For the “soft” PR composites, their PR properties are strongly influenced by the 
intrinsic features of polymer matrix and conducting particles. Firstly, in order to apply 
to the artificial skin, the polymer matrix should be provided with the characteristic of 
human skin: mechanically compliant and stretchable. In recent years, PDMS with its 
advantages of chemical inertness, temperature-insensitivity over a wide range, 
biocompatibility, transparency and tunable mechanical properties has overwhelmingly 
been applied as the polymer matrix or substrates for the fabrication of PR 
composites.[257] Moreover, the aspect ratio of conducting particles can not only 
determine the type of PR behavior as mentioned before, but also be responsible for 
the final PR properties of composites. In fact, nanoparticles endow polymer with both 
the electrical functionality and the mechanical strengthening. A composite filled by 
high aspect ratio fillers exhibits a lower percolation threshold and more flexible 
mechanical property, but its internal conductive network is not easy to orientate and 
deform under external loads. However, the counterpart with low aspect ratio also 
leads to an awkward dilemma between the ability of high orientation and deformation 
of conductive network and reinforced mechanical property. Thus, how to choose the 
reasonable filler which is capable of making a balance among various properties of 
composite such as high PR sensitivity, low percolation threshold and moderate 
mechanical strengthening is still a challenge. 
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Fig.1-28 Schematic diagram of the preparation of CNT forest/PU composite sheet 
and its piezoresistive properties under multiple deformation.[258]  
 
A number of CNTs filled PR composites have been introduced before. The CNTs 
networks offer a relatively uniform performance and are compatible with 
conventional lithography and printing techniques.[259] However, the general problem 
of CNTs dispersion is adverse to the improvement of PR property as well. Chemical 
functionalization is an effective approach to separate aggregations and ameliorate 
dispersion of CNTs. Be distinct from dielectric property, the PR performance of 
composite could suffer negative influences through this method, due to the restraining 
effect to tunneling current and intrinsic electrical conductivity by additional functional 
groups at the interface. To overcome these problems, reasonable design of CNTs 
construction and conductive network is a promising approach to optimize PR property 
of composites. Kim et al.[258] prepared the highly elastic and electrically conducting 
composite sheets through infiltration of MWCNTs forests with PU binder, which 
exhibited the repeatable PR property under deformation strain up to 40%(see Fig.1-
28). The CNTs construction controlling is also one of the core points of this thesis and 
will be discussed detailedly in Chapter III. 
    
1.5 Conclusions 
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This chapter provides a general review on the structure, synthesis and properties 
of CNTs and GNPs, and their applications in polymer-based composites, particularly 
the utilization in dielectric and piezoresistive composites. CNTs and GNPs with their 
distinct structure and intrinsic properties endow polymer matrices with a number of 
amazing functional properties. Nevertheless, there is a large elevating space for the 
development of these carbon-filled composites. 
Due to the typical sp2 hybrids structure, CNTs have an excellent intrinsic 
electrical conductivity. When loading CNTs into polymer matrices, the formed 
nanocomposites that integrating the advantages of both CNTs and polymers have 
greatly improved electrical properties, particularly, their applications are strongly 
expended in comparison with CNTs. However, due to the nano-scale size and high 
aspect ratio, CNTs are easily frizzy and form aggregations when mixed into host 
polymer, which is a long-standing challenge since the first day of development of 
CNTs/polymer composites. The dispersion and distribution of CNTs are able to be 
improved to some extent by choosing an appropriate mixing process. The strategy of 
traditional mixing processes cooperated with ultrasonication technology leads to a 
better dispersion. However, the processing modes are tightly dependent on intrinsic 
features of polymer matrices, and a majority of them cannot be scaled into mass-
production. Chemical functionalization to CNTs is considered as another approach to 
ameliorate the dispersion state, which modifies the interfacial structure and interaction 
between filler and matrix. The additional interface plays a complex role in influencing 
the electrical property of composites, such as improve interfacial polarization. 
However, definitely, the electrical conduction between CNTs is inevitably weakened 
by this way.    
 In recent, the dispersion of CNTs is capable of being ameliorated effectively by 
designing the CNTs construction reasonably. These specific constructions allowed 
CNTs arrays synthesized vertically on to the micro-scaled substrates, forming CNTs-
based hybrid constructions. Different substrates give rise to the distinctive CNTs 
constructions and electrical characteristics, among which electrically conducting 
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GNPs as substrate material benefits to the formation of unique completely-conducting 
CNTs hybrid construction. These CNTs arrays construction can be synthesized 
through CCVD process. However, the experimental parameters of CCVD process 
play dominating roles in determining the organization, aspect ratio and electrical 
properties of synthesized CNTs arrays. According to the microcapacitor model and 
MWS effect, a number of microcapacitors can be formed by distributing CNTs and 
intermediate insulating polymer layer, leading to a significant enhancement of 
permittivity of composite. The CNTs arrays served as natural microcapacitors is able 
to overcome the frizzy entanglements effectively and increase permittivity of 
composites. These hybrids with their distinctive conducting multi-branch 
constructions make the tunneling effect and ohmic contact more easily, leading to the 
relatively low threshold values. Furthermore, the conductive network consist of CNTs 
hybrids is more sensitive to external stimuli because these conducting fillers acted as 
the typical “concentrators”. 
  In this thesis, we will discuss in detail these issues, aiming to find the 
relationship between synthesizing parameters and hybrids organization, develop and 
optimize the CNT-based polymer composites in the view of the electrical energy 
storage and piezo-resistive sensing.  
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Chapter II 
Synthesis and characterizations of CNTs- 
based micro-nano hybrids  
 
2.1 Introduction 
Due to their excellent intrinsic properties, CNTs served as one of the most 
representative functional nano-fillers in composites field during current 20 years. 
These intrinsic properties include their one-dimensional structure in nanometer-scale, 
high aspect ratio, low bulk density and the outstanding mechanical, thermal and 
electrical functionalities. When loading CNTs into polymer matrices, randomly 
dispersing CNTs are capable of endowing their composites with surprisingly 
enhanced mechanical modulus, dielectric performance, thermal and electrical 
conductivities.[9, 48, 50, 147, 260-261]  
However, as two sides of a coin, the typical high aspect ratio of CNTs makes it 
easily frizzy and results in the undesired aggregation in polymer matrices as reported 
in numerous experiments. As to the mechanical performance, on one hand, the 
agglomeration of CNTs existed in the polymer matrix could give rise to the significant 
reduction of effective interface between CNTs and matrix, which is detrimental to 
mechanical reinforcement effect of CNTs to composites. On the other hand, CNTs 
aggregations result in the inhomogeneous dispersion and distribution, inducing the 
formation of mechanical weak region. In addition, as to the electrical performance, 
achieved significant contact resistance, weaken interfacial polarization and strongly 
reduced breakdown strength ascribed to CNTs aggregation could be fatal to the 
dielectric and electrical properties of composites.[111]  
Therefore, recently, the synthesis of CNTs on the micrometer-sized particles has 
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been proved as a significant way to ameliorate the CNTs aggregation and to improve 
multifunctional properties of composites. Be different from other 
CNT−semiconducting substrate hybrid structures, the special coupling micro-
architecture consisting of CNTs and GNPs were synthesized. GNP-CNTs hybrids 
(GCHs) served as the distinctive conductive filler with features of all-carbon 
composition, in particular coupling structure and low intrinsic density.[31, 208-209, 
211, 262]  
In this chapter, we present firstly the synthesis process through the approach of 
catalyst chemical vapor disposition (CCVD). After a series of processes of carbon 
source decomposition and carbon atoms redisposition, numerous CNTs can be well 
grown and vertically aligned onto the surfaces of GNP substrates, forming the special 
structure. Secondly, in order to investigate the relationship between the CVD 
synthesis conditions and the corresponding construction of GCHs, several key 
parameters during the CVD synthesis are selected and tuned such as: the temperature, 
gas composition and reaction time during the CVD synthesis are tuned. In fact, the 
constructions of achieved synthesized products are strongly dependent on the 
synthesis conditions. In addition, the results obtained from qualitative characterization 
provide a structural foundation for the huge applicable potential of GCHs 
constructions. The foundation also leads us to further intensively study the multi-
functional contributions to different composites made by these particular features of 
GCHs in chapters III and IV.   
 
2.2 Experimental 
2.2.1 Materials 
Main materials involved in this study are listed in Table 2-1. 
 
Table 2-1. Information of main materials used in this experiment 
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Material Molecular 
formula 
Physical states Purity Notes 
Xylene C8H10 Liquid 98.5+% Assay, isomers plus 
ehtylbenzene, Alfa Aesar  
Ferrocene Fe(C5H5)2 Solid 99% Alfa Aesar 
Argon Ar Gas  Carrier gas 
Hydrogen H2 Gas  Carrier gas 
Acetylene C2H2 Gas  Carbon source 
GNP  
particles 
 Solid  Hundreds of nm in 
thickness; <5um in diameter, 
Xiamen K-Nano Co. 
 
2.2.2 Floating CCVD equipment and process 
The GCHs constructions were synthesized by using floating CCVD process in a 
horizontal quartz tube (length and inner diameter are 1100 mm and 45 mm, 
respectively), as schematically depicted in Fig. 2-1. The as-received GNP particles 
were homogeneously dispersed on the surface of a rectangular quartz plate (3×50 
cm2), which was then placed at the center region of the reactor. The CVD reactor was 
then heated to a given temperature (ranging from 550 to 850 oC) by an electric 
resistance furnace (60 cm long) under the gas-mixture atmosphere of argon and 
hydrogen. The gas flow rate was controlled by electronic mass flow meters 
(Bronkhorst, France). After keeping the temperature reactor stable about 10 minutes, 
ferrocene dissolved in xylene at a concentration of 0.05 g ml-1 was injected in the 
reactor by a syringe system and carried on the stable reaction region by the carrier 
gases (Ar + H2) in the form of spray. When the catalyst solution started to be injected, 
the acetylene was conveyed into the reactor at the same time. The CNT growth time 
was controlled at a given value (ranging from 5 to 40 min). After the reaction, the 
furnace was cooled down under carrier gases atmosphere. The total gas flow rate 
during the whole process was kept at 1L min-1.  
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Fig.2-1 schematic illustration of CVD synthesis system for the preparation of GCH 
particles. 
 
2.2.3 Characterization methods 
The as-synthesized GCH particles were characterized by the following methods 
and equipments: Scanning electron microscope (SEM, ZEISS LEO 1530 Gemini) and 
the Transmission electron microscope (TEM, Titan) were used to observe the 
morphology of GCHs. X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of GCHs was measured on 
XRD detector ((BRUKER D2 PHASER with X Flash 430). The thermal property of 
GCHs was characterized by the simultaneous thermal analyzer (NETZSCH STA 449 
F3 Jupiter). Raman spectrometer (Horiba, Labram, Simple monochromateur, laser He-
Ne (632.8 nm)).  
 
2.3 Influences of CVD parameters to GNP-CNTs hybrids structures 
In order to achieve the hybrids construction of GCHs, there are two main 
reactions carried out during the floating CCVD procedure, namely, the decomposition 
of carbon source and the decomposition and re-agglomeration of catalyst precursor. 
Both mentioned reactions can be strongly influenced by synthesizing conditions, 
which finally determines the synthesized CNTs arrays morphology and the hybrid 
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organization. In this study, we firstly investigated the effects to final hybrids 
constructions resulted from three crucial experimental parameters: temperature, 
hydrogen ratio and synthesis time.  
 
2.3.1 Temperature 
The GCHs constructions synthesized by floating CCVD process at constant 
hydrogen ratio (H2/Ar=0.3:0.7 L·min-1) and moderate time (10 min) with different 
temperature ranging from 550 oC to 850 oC are shown in Fig. 2-2. The construction 
morphology of GCHs synthesized at 550 oC, 650 oC, 750 oC and 850 oC are 
demonstrated in Figs. 2-2 a-b, c-d, e-f and g-h, respectively. It is clearly seen that at 
the low synthesis temperature (550 oC), a relatively small quantity of CNTs is grown 
onto substrates with widely distributed diameters. Notably, be similar to the as-
received original GNP particles, the multi-layered formation is well maintained after 
the reaction. However, with the reaction temperature reaches to 650 oC, majority of 
synthesized CNT arrays are well grown and perpendicularly aligned onto surfaces of 
individual GNP substrates, forming a series of complete GCHs construction. When 
the reaction temperature increased higher than 750 oC, the length of grown CNTs 
array enhances significantly. However, accompanied with a reduction of CNT arrays 
area number density could be clearly observed, especially, for the sample of 850 oC.  
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Fig.2-2 SEM morphology of GCHs constructions synthesized by floating CCVD 
process at different temperature. (a),(b) 550 oC; (c),(d) 650 oC; (e),(f) 750 oC; (g),(h) 
850 oC. 
 
It is known that the decomposition of catalyst precursor prefer to occur on the 
substrate surface rather than in the gas atmosphere at low temperature. The interaction 
between substrate and reactants reduces the activation energy of the decomposition 
reactions, which provides a positive circumstance for the CNT nucleation.[31] At the 
reaction temperature of 550 oC, on one hand, the energy in the reactor is insufficient 
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to separate stacked GNPs into individual ones, the CNTs could be locally grown onto 
the surface of the original GNPs layer. On the other hand, due to the high 
decomposition temperature of xylene, only few amount of xylene is decomposed, 
resulting in that the growth of CNT arrays is inhibited by the low concentration of 
carbon atoms.[31, 208-209, 262] However, when the reaction temperature increased 
to 650 oC, the previous multi-layered GNPs are exfoliated into a number of individual 
GNP structures. These flexible platforms benefit to the deposition of catalyst and the 
formation of complete “multi-directions” GCH constructions. In fact, the CNTs are 
synthesized by a series of complex process that carbon atoms are dissolved, diffused 
and precipitated under the function of catalyst particles. The dissolving and diffusion 
rates increase with temperature. When the reaction temperature increased higher than 
750 oC, the carbon concentration is too high and the dissolving effect becomes 
absolutely dominant.  Therefore, the carbon atoms accumulate on the substrate surface 
as amorphous carbon, terminating the growth of CNTs.[17]  
 
2.3.2 Hydrogen ratio 
Fig. 2-3 showed the morphology of GNP-CNTs organization synthesized at 
constant temperature of 650 oC and reaction time of 10 min, with different hydrogen 
ratios to total gas rate ranging from 0 % to 30 % (the H2/Ar from 0 to 0.3/0.7 L·min-1). 
Hydrogen served as one of the carrier gases, playing an important role in tuning the 
construction of CVD products and controlling the decomposition of catalyst 
precursors and carbon sources.[263] As shown in Fig.2-3a and b, distinctively, a 
number of “sticks” with much larger diameter than traditional CNTs grafted onto the 
GNP substrate, which was synthesized through CCVD process without H2. These 
unusual constructions can be observed in detail from the TEM image (see the Fig. 2-
4). Compared to CNTs, these “sticks” with diameter of larger than 100 nm do not 
display the typical tube-structure of CNTs. Thus, it could be confirmed that these 
“sticks” composed of amorphous carbon. In fact, hydrogen can make significant 
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contribution to protect the iron catalysts from being coated by accumulating 
amorphous carbon, in order to promote the active lifetime of the catalyst.[264-265] 
Noteworthily, from the coexistence between CNTs and amorphous carbon sticks is 
shown in Fig.2-3c and d to few amorphous carbon stick can be observed in Fig.2-3e-h, 
indicating that the formation of amorphous carbon sticks is suppressed effectively 
with the increasing hydrogen ratio. 
Additionally, except for amorphous carbon sticks, the mean length of CNTs 
reduces gradually with the enhancing hydrogen ratio. However, their diameter 
maintains relatively stable range. Thus the aspect ratio of CNT arrays exhibits a 
negative trend with the increase of hydrogen ratio.     
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Fig.2-3 SEM morphology of GCHs constructions synthesized by floating CCVD 
process at different hydrogen ratio to total carrier gas rate: (a),(b) 0%; (c),(d) 10%; 
(e),(f) 20%; (g),(h) 30%. 
 
 
Fig. 2-4 TEM morphology of “stick” composed of amorphous carbon.  
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2.3.3 Reaction time 
The evolution of GCH particles at different growth times ranging from 5 min to 
40 min has been shown in Fig. 2-5. The CCVD synthesis operated at the constant 
temperature as 650 oC and hydrogen ratio to total gases of 30%. It is noted that under 
selected conditions the “two-directional” construction of GCHs was well maintained 
from a short reaction time (5 min) to a longer one (40 min).  
Fig. 2-6 illustrated the relationship between the average length of synthesized 
CNTs and different reaction time. According to the linear fitting, it is found that the 
length of synthesized CNT arrays quasi-linearly enhances with the reaction time, the 
corresponding slope=0.22.  
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Fig.2-5 SEM morphology of GCHs constructions synthesized by floating CCVD 
process with different reaction time: (a),(b) 5 min; (c),(d) 10 min; (e),(f) 20 min; 
(g),(h) 40 min. 
 
Fig. 2-6 The relationship between the average length of synthesized CNTs and 
different reaction time.  
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2.4 The qualitative analysis of the product of CVD synthesis: GNP-
CNTs hybrids 
As mentioned before, the electrical performance of composites is strongly 
dependent on the aspect ratio of CNTs. According to the construction morphology 
comparison by tuning three important experimental parameters, the GCH construction 
with synthesis conditions as temperature, hydrogen ratio and reaction time of 650 oC, 
30%, and 10 min, respectively, was selected as the typical functional filler of 
composites in following studies. In fact, this typical GCH construction exhibited 
moderate length and aspect ratio of CNT arrays, which could not only avoid the CNT 
arrays entanglement in polymer matrix, but also keep CNT arrays without being 
detached from GNP substrates of a certain sort when experiencing the processing 
procedure. In this study, we make several necessary characterizations and analysis 
based on this typical GCH construction, in order to make a qualitative foundation for 
better understanding those interesting performance improvements of composites 
endowed by GCHs.  
 
2.4.1 Composition of GCHs and byproducts from CVD synthesis 
The catalyst is one of the most important factors in the floating-catalyst CVD 
process. What kind of residual byproducts could be formed from CCVD process, and 
whether these byproducts can affect the performance of composites should be well 
studied. In this experiment, the ferrocene (Fe(C5H5)2) powders that used as the 
catalyst were dissolved into the xylene solvent. The solution was injected into the 
active region in the furnace, in order to drive the carbon hybrid structure to be 
synthesized. A series of complex chemical reactions react in the furnace, which can be 
found in detail in our previous work.[209-210, 266] Generally, the catalyst reacts 
according to an integrate formula: 
( ) 652255 2HCFe HCFeH +⇒+                 (2-1) 
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Due to the whole synthesis taken place under the Ar atmosphere, it can be 
concluded that the iron is the residual production of the catalyst. Fig.2-7 provides the 
XRD patterns of ferrocene powders, GCHs and iron.[267-268] From the XRD 
patterns, none of typical peak of ferrocene can be noticed obviously in the curve of 
GCHs, indicating that the catalyst was decomposed completely and with little residue 
in the synthesized production. Moreover, it is clearly observed that there are three 
typical peaks in the XRD pattern of iron: 44.64o, 64.98o and 82.28o. Especially, the 
peak observed at 44.64o in the GCHs pattern verifies that the iron as the production of 
catalyst exist in the GCHs particles. 
 
Fig. 2-7 XRD patterns ferrocene, GCHs and GCHs. 
 
The quantity of iron can be evaluated using TGA (see Fig.2-8a). It is noticed that 
the content of iron (iron oxides) in the total production is 5 wt.%. After calculating, 
the concentration of residual iron in the sample that GCHs/PDMS composite would 
be lower than 0.1 vol.%. In addition, the by-product particles with diameter and 
length around 8 nm and 20 nm, respectively, could be clearly observed in TEM image 
(see Fig. 2-8b). Most of them are found that positing in the inner tubes of synthesized 
CNTs, which could make little contribution to the formation of conductive network. 
Therefore, it is concluded that the influence of the by-product of catalyst to electrical 
performance of composite can be ignored. 
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Fig. 2-8 (a)The TGA and DSC curves of the typical GCH construction, (b) the by-
product of catalyst observed from TEM image. 
 
Besides the few concentration of metallic catalyst, it is known that the 
CNTs/GNP mass ratio is not only a critical issue to evaluate the composition of GCHs 
construction, but also an important parameter to influence the structure of hybrids and 
the inner conductive network in polymer matrix. Although the way of TGA is 
generally used for measuring the mass ratio of most CNTs-based hybrids,[214, 269] it 
is difficult to distinguish the CNTs and GNP by the loss mass, due to the complete-
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carbon based backbone. From the DSC/TGA result, there is only one heat flow peak 
can be found at 586 oC in the whole testing temperature range. The peak is integrated 
by the thermal decomposition of both CNTs and GNP substrates. Indeed, in this 
experiment, the mass ratio of CNTs/GNP substrate is achieved by comparing the 
weight of GNPs substrate before and after CVD synthesis. The mean mass ratio of 
CNTs and GNP substrate of 5 synthesized GCHs is calculated as 1.09, which is 
similar to the result of relevant report.[262] However, in consideration of the 
influence of metallic catalyst, the real mass ratio is calculated as 0.99/1. Therefore, the 
mass ratio of CNTs and GNP substrate is approximated at 1 in our work. 
 
2.4.2 Structural characterization 
In general, the structure of carbon walls with axial and internal cavity is 
considered as the typical feature to confirm the CNTs structure. The high resolution 
TEM characterization of synthesized GCHs and CNTs obtained can be seen in Fig.2-9. 
The structure of carbon multi-wall and internal cavity can be observed from the TEM 
image of single CNT, which in accordance with the report of our previous 
research.[31] 
 
  
Fig. 2-9 (a)Typical TEM image of the part of GCHs (b) High-resolution TEM image 
of synthesized CNT with detailed displayed structure. 
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In addition, Raman spectroscopy is a useful approach to evaluate the structure of 
CNTs. Usually, there are two main vibrational modes, G (around 1580 cm-1) and D 
bands (around 1330 cm-1) are exhibited in the Raman spectral region. The former 
corresponds to the graphite mode G-band and associates with the orders sp2 
hybridized carbon network. The latter is corresponds the defect mode D-band and 
related to local defects that originate from structural imperfections. The relative 
intensity ratio of the D- and G-bands (ID /IG) is used to evaluate the nanostructure of 
CNTs. The Raman spectrum of the GNPs substrate and GCHs are shown in Fig.2-10a. 
In order to remove the influence of GNP substrate to GCHs during the Raman 
characterization, the Raman data of the CNTs that synthesized on the quartz using the 
same CVD process is also shown in Fig.2-10a.  
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Fig. 2-10 (a) Raman spectra of CNTs (black), GCHs (red) and GNPs (blue). (b) The 
relative intensity ratio of D- and G-band (ID/IG) of CNTs, GCHs and GNPs 
 
Besides the characterization of HRTEM, the typical peak positions of CNTs from 
Raman characterization are able to confirm that the synthesized nanostructures on the 
GNPs substrate can be identified as carbon nanotubes as well.[270-271] However, the 
relative intensity ratio of D- and G-band of GCHs and CNTs is 1.06 and 1.38, 
respectively, which indicates that there are some defects and structural imperfections 
exit in the carbon crystal lattice (see Fig.2-10b). In fact, the controllable CVD 
synthesis and hybrids production optimization will be one aspect of our next research. 
 
2.4.3 Thermal exfoliating effect  
As mentioned before, the thermal exfoliating effect plays an impertant role in 
determining the construction of GCHs. GNPs substrates with the structure of multi-
natural flake graphite sheets are demonstrated in Fig.2-11a and b, showing an average 
thickness of hundreds of nanometers and diameter of 1-4 µm, respectively. Fig.2-12c 
and d clearly illustrate the 1D-2D coupling structure of the synthesized GCHs, where 
the length and diameter of those vertically-aligned CNTs are 2-4 µm and 15-20 nm, 
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respectively. Particularly, In order to prepare the TEM sample, the GCHs particles 
were dispersed into ethanol via ultrasonic procedure. Fig.2-11e demonstrates that the 
relatively completed hybrid construction can be achieved from TEM characterization, 
implying that the inter-cohesion between CNT arrays and GNP substrate is relatively 
stable. 
 
  
  
 
Fig.2-11 Typical morphological characterization of (a and b) The structure of as-
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recieved GNPs with multi-layer stacked construction; (c and d) The construction of 
GCHs particles with individual GNP layer as substrate; (e) The construction of GCH 
particle using TEM. 
 
It is noteworthy that all CNT clusters were observed to grow perpendicularly 
onto the surfaces of individual GNP (its thickness is less than 20 nm) rather than those 
of GNPs aggregate (natural state). In fact, during the CVD synthesis process of GCHs, 
the high temperature in furnace was used for not only offering required energy for 
chemical reaction, but also accompanying a thermal exfoliation effect which separates 
the original GNPs aggregates into a number of much thinner individual GNP layers.  
In order to futher investigate the thermal exfoliating effect of GNPs, Fig.2-12 
provides the X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of CNTs, GNPs aggregate and the 
GNP-CNTs hybrid. From GNPs to GCHs, the strong peak around 26.46o dropped 
significantly, indicating the inter-layer distance of exfoliated GNP substrate kept 
constant, but the exfoliation degree of GNPs aggregate enhanced. However, the sharp 
peaks 44o and 54.3o of GNPs aggregate became gradual, which is in accordance with 
typical peaks of CNTs, suggesting that CNTs clusters were grown onto the surface of 
GNP substrate. 
 
 
Fig.2-12 The X-ray diffraction patterns of CNTs, GNPs aggregate and the GCHs 
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particles.  
 
Thus, due to the particular thermal exfoliating effect, both the specific surface 
area of fillers and the interfical area between fillers and polymer matrix can be 
increased effectively. Several notable properties of composite are well endowed by 
this special structure, which will be introduced in detail in following chapters. 
 
2.5 Conclusions 
Well-organized GNP-CNTs hybrid constructions were synthesized through 
floating CCVD process. The grown CNT arrays vertically aligned on the surface of 
two-dimensional GNP substrates without any pretreatment. The construction of GNP-
CNTs hybrids can be controlled by tuning experimental conditions. The effects of 
three important parameters: temperature, hydrogen ratio and reaction time on the 
organization of CNTs on GNP substrates were discussed in detail. 
 At low temperature, on one hand, the energy in the reactor is insufficient to 
separate stacked GNPs into individual ones. On the other hand, few amount of xylene 
is decomposed, resulting in that the growth of CNT arrays are inhibited by the low 
concentration of carbon atoms. However, when the synthesis temperature is high, 
carbon atoms accumulate on the substrate surface as amorphous carbon, terminating 
the growth of CNTs. Therefore, the synthesizing temperature is around 650 oC that 
benefits the formation of GCH constructions. In addition, hydrogen plays a necessary 
role in determining the construction of synthesized product. With the increasing 
hydrogen ratio, the diameter of CNTs maintained in a stable range, while their length 
and corresponding aspect ratio showed a gradual reduction. Moreover, the mean 
length of synthesized CNT arrays quasi-linearly enhances with the reaction time, 
particularly, their corresponding slope was linearly fitted as 0.22. 
The GCH construction with the mass ratio of CNTs and GNP substrate 
approximated at 1, synthesized through temperature, hydrogen ratio and reaction time 
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of 650 oC, 30%, and 10 min, respectively, was selected as the typical functional filler 
of composites in following studies. During the synthesizing process, the catalyst 
ferrocene can be transformed into a very few quantity of iron (oxide) particles finally, 
most of which are embedded in the inner tube of CNTs. Thus, influence to electrical 
performance of composite resulted from catalyst byproduct can be ignored. The 
grown CNTs of the typical GCHs construction exhibited a legible carbon multi-wall 
and internal cavity structure, making a structural foundation for the following 
functionality investigation of composites. The thermal exfoliating effect make a great 
contribution to exfoliate the original multi-layered GNPs into a number of individual-
layered ones. It could give rise to the significant enhancement of both the specific 
surface area of fillers and the interficial area between fillers and polymer matrix.  
GCHs with distinct features of all-carbon composition, largely-improved specific 
surface area, totally-conductive structure and low intrinsic density, are greatly 
potential to endow their composites with surprising multi-functional performances. 
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Chapter III  
The dielectric behavior of GNP-CNTs 
hybrids/PVDF composites 
 
3.1 Introduction 
As an indispensable component of electroactive smart materials, Poly 
(vinylidene fluoride) (PVDF) with merits of excellent intrinsic dielectric and 
piezoelectric behaviors has been received intensive attention. Due to the distinct 
electronegativity of fluorine atoms and the strong electrical dipole moment of PVDF 
chains, PVDF is potential to be applied as smart sensors, micro-actuators and 
especially, dielectric capacitors. In recent years, to meet the demand of low driving 
electrical field, miniaturization and high portability of electronics, developing the 
novel dielectrics possess both high dielectric permittivity and flexibility becomes an 
important challenge.[126-127, 272-274]  
Although pure PVDF polymer shows relatively high permittivity (ε’~10) 
compared with other engineering plastics, it is insufficient to achieve the prospective 
of energy storage devices. In order to solve this problem, recently, PVDF-based 
composites with improved ε’ were obtained through the approaches that loading high-
permittivity nano-ceramics or conducting nano-particles into PVDF matrix, which has 
been widely reported. However, for the ceramics-loading composites, their effectively 
improved ε’ achieved only under the massive ceramic loading content, where their 
flexibility and electroactive functionality would deteriorate sharply. Particularly, the 
enhanced ε’ of conducting filler-loading counterpart can be mainly ascribed to the 
percolation theory. Both the conductivity and ε’ of composite are capable of 
displaying a dramatic increase when the conducting phase content adjoins to the 
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critical value-percolation threshold (fc).[126-127] 
Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are considered as the milestone-style functional filler 
for the nano-composites field. Nevertheless, as a coin with two sides, when loaded in 
the polymer matrix, it is inevitable for these distinctive one-dimensional structures 
with high aspect ratio to aggregate into together easily. The CNTs aggregation can not 
only reduce the effective interfacial area and polarization between CNTs and polymer 
matrix greatly, but also drive the local electrical weak points formed. It results in the 
decline of both ε’ and electrical breakdown strength, which is fatal to energy storage 
performance of materials. Thus, how to improve the dispersion and distribution of 
CNTs in polymer matrix is always a hot issue that attracted intensive investigation. 
Surface-modification to CNTs is one of effective ways to ameliorate the 
dispersion in polymer matrix. However, to make a reasonable balance among CNTs 
dispersion, the electrical properties of conducting filler and the percolation threshold 
still needs further systematical study. In addition, the processing method is one of key 
issues to control the dispersion state of nano-fillers. Compared with the widely 
utilized solution-mixing method, the melt-mixing process has been proven as another 
efficient way to obtain the stable dispersion. The high temperature and shear force 
during the melt-mixing process are able to promote interactions in molecular lever 
between nano-fillers and polymer matrix. The achieved stable dispersion state and the 
solvent-pollution free processing procedure make the approach of melt-mixing, 
realistically, suitable for the industrial mass-production.  
In this chapter, we present the advanced electrical conducting 
construction/PVDF composites with both improved dielectric performance and 
decreased percolation threshold, fabricated through the melt-mixing process using a 
lab-scale twin screw micro-compounder. The GNP-CNTs hybrids (GCHs) particles 
with vertically-aligned CNT arrays construction served as typical functional filler 
were well synthesized through CCVD approach. Be distinguished from common 
Al2O3-CNTs and SiC-CNTs hybrids using semi-conducting particle as substrates, the 
conducting GNPs served as substrate for growth of CNTs arrays could endow their 
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product with several distinctive merits of all-carbon composition, totally-conductive 
coupling structure and, especially, the low intrinsic density. The individual GNP 
substrates acted as a number of wire concentrators are able to conduct every single 
CNT that grafting on them. The melt-mixing process without the abuse of chemical 
solvent plays crucial roles in ameliorating the filler dispersion and promoting the 
interaction between GCHs and polymer matrix. Compared to their general counterpart 
of the PVDF-based ternary composites loading by the simple mixture of GNPs and 
CNTs with equivalent conducting phase concentration, the GCHs/PVDF binary 
composites show a remarkably low percolation threshold and relatively superior 
thermal stability. A comprehensive analysis is performed to investigate the dielectric 
property and percolation behavior of GCHs/PVDF binary composites, indicating that 
the strategy of reducing fc though reasonably designing conducing filler construction 
is feasible. The GCHs/PVDF composites are potential to be applied as embedded 
capacitors with high performance. 
 
3.2 Experimental 
3.2.1 Materials and sample preparation 
Graphite nanoplatelets with the thickness and diameter of 1-5 µm and hundreds 
nm, respectively, were offered by Xiamen K-Nano Graphene Technology Co. The 
commercial MWCNTs provided by Shenzhen Nanotech Port Co. (China). Their 
length and diameter were about 5-15 um and 20-40 nm, respectively. Semicrystalline 
polymer PVDF (Kynar 761, Arkema Group, France) was chosen as the electro-active 
polymer matrix in our experiment. 
The GCHs particles were synthesized using a floating-catalyst CVD method, 
which is in accordance with the processing procedures mentioned in Chapter II. By 
controlling the synthesis duration and temperature as 10 min and 650 oC, respectively, 
the hybrid construction with the CNT/GNP mass ratio approximated to 1 was 
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obtained. The GCHs/PVDF binary nanocomposites and GNPs/CNTs/PVDF ternary 
nonocomposites were prepared using one-step melt blending, where nanofillers with 
hybrid volume fraction ranging from 0 to 10 vol.% were dispersed into the PVDF 
matrix at the melt state. The mechanical blending was carried out using a twin-screw 
micro-compounder (Micro 5 cm3 Twin Screw Compounder, DSM) at 200 oC (upper), 
210 oC (middle) and 220 oC (bottom) in Ar atmosphere. A long blending time (40 min) 
and a low blending shearing rate (40 rpm) were selected for not only protecting hybrid 
construction from being damaged as much as possible, but also obtaining a good 
dispersion as well. The resulting composites with a thickness of 1.5 mm were 
prepared through injection molding (Micro 5 cm3 Injection Molder, DSM) under a 
pressure at 1.6 MPa for 1 min, the temperature of mold was 60 oC.   
 
3.2.2 GNP-CNTs hybrids/PVDF composite characterizations 
Scanning electron microscope (ZEISS LEO 1530 Gemini) was used to observe 
the morphology of the fillers and the fractured surfaces of GCHs/PVDF binary 
nanocomposites and GNPs/CNTs/PVDF ternary nonocomposites. Transmission 
electron microscope (TEM, Titan) was utilized to observe the morphology of GCHs. 
X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of the fillers and composites were measured on 
XRD detector ((Bruker D2 PHASER with X Flash 430). Fourier transform infrared 
spectroscopy (FTIR, Bruker Tensor 27) was employed to record the wave numbers. 
The dielectric properties were characterized as a function of frequency (from 10 Hz to 
10 MHz) using an impedance analyzer (Solartron 1260). The temperature-dependent 
dielectric performance were characterized as a function of frequency (from 1 kHz to 
10 MHz) and temperature (from -50 oC to 150 oC) using an impedance analyzer 
(Agilent 4294A) and supporting temperature chamber (Espec SU-261). Before the 
dielectric characterization, silver paste was coated on the sample as the electrodes to 
reduce the contact resistance. 
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3.3 Results and discussion 
3.3.1 Composition of PVDF-based binary and ternary composites 
In order to illustrate the distinctive dielectric performance of GCHs/PVDF binary 
composite endowed by the special contribution of GCHs particles reasonably, 
GNPs/CNTs/PVDF ternary composite were prepared. The weight ratio between 
individual GNPs phase and CNTs phase are well controlled as 1, being in accordance 
with that of GCHs particles. Fig.3-1 schematically illustrates the internal construction 
of binary and ternary composites. The concentrations for each component in 
GCHs/PVDF binary and GNPs/CNTs/PVDF ternary composites were shown in detail 
in Table 3-1. Since, the B-n and T-n will be used for referring to GCHs/PVDF binary 
and GNPs/CNTs/PVDF ternary composites with the weight fraction of total 
conducting phase n%, respectively. 
 
Table.3-1 Concentrations for each component of conducting phase(s) in the 
GCHs/PVDF binary composites and GNPs/CNTs/PVDF ternary composites. 
 GCHs  GNPs  CNTs  Total conductive 
phase  
(wt.%) (wt.%) (vol.%) (wt.%) (vol.%) (wt.%) (vol.%) 
GCHs/PVDF Binary composites 
B-1.7 1.7     1.7 1.42 
B-4 4     4 3.38 
B-6 6     6 5.09 
B-6.5 6.5     6.5 5.52 
B-7 7     7 5.95 
B-8 8     8 6.81 
B-8.5 8.5     8.5 7.24 
B-9 9     9 7.67 
B-10 10     10 8.54 
GNPs/CNTs/PVDF Ternary composites 
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T-2  1 0.79 1 0.89 2 1.69 
T-4  2 1.59 2 1.79 4 3.38 
T-6  3 2.40 3 2.70 6 5.09 
T-6.5  3.25 2.60 3.25 2.92 6.5 5.52 
T-8  4 3.20 4 3.61 8 6.81 
T-10  8 4.02 8 4.52 10 8.54 
 
  
Fig.3-1 Schematic illustration of the difference between (a) GCHs/PVDF binary 
composites and (b) GNPs/CNTs/PVDF ternary composites 
 
3.3.2 SEM morphologies of PVDF-based binary and ternary composites 
The main fabrication process of GCHs/PVDF composites has been mentioned in 
the experimental section. Fig.3-2a demonstrates the morphological feature of graphite 
nanoplatelets (GNPs) which served in this work not only as the substrate materials of 
GCH particles during the CCVD process, but also the independent component in 
ternary composites. These multi-layered carbon structures with thickness of hundreds 
of nanometers and diameter of 1-4 µm, offer adequately large platforms for both the 
deposition of catalyst particles and the growth of CNT arrays. CNTs as another 
independent conducting phase in ternary composites with length and diameter of 3-5 
µm and 15-20 nm, respectively, existed in the form of frizzy entanglement (See Fig. 
3-2b).  
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Fig.3-2 SEM image of (a) as-received GNPs particles with stacked multi-layer 
constructions and (b) as-received frizzy CNTs structures. The SEM morphology of the 
fractured surface of (c) GCHs/PVDF binary composite and (f) GNPs/CNTs/PVDF 
ternary composite. 
 
From the viewpoint of composite, this hybrid construction can relive the CNTs 
aggregation, and enhance the interfacial area between GCHs and polymer matrix 
greatly. SEM image of fractured surface of the GCHs/PVDF composite is presented in 
Fig. 3-2c. Both GNP substrates and grown CNTs that aligning on the surface of GNP 
are well coated and embedded in the matrix phase, indicating the tight interfacial 
adhesion formed between hybrids filler and PVDF matrix. The largely increased 
interfacial area given by the GCHs coupling construction could be considered as a 
critical issue to be responsible for the excellent performance of GCHs/PVDF 
composite. This will be discussed in following paragraphs. Fig. 3-2d shows the 
typical SEM image of fracture surface of ternary composite. Be similar to its binary 
counterpart, the independent bi-filler are well embedded in the PVDF as well.  
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3.3.3 XRD spectra 
 
Fig.3-3 X-ray diffraction patterns of CNTs, as-received GNPs, as-synthesized GCH 
particles, pure PVDF polymer, GCHs/PVDF binary composite and 
GNPs/CNTs/PVDF ternary composite. 
 
Three different conducting structures, pure PVDF polymer and its binary/ternary 
composites were characterized by X-ray diffraction (XRD) so as to better understand 
the compounding procedure (see Fig.3-3). It is observed from the XRD pattern of 
GCHs that the typical peak around 26.46o (corresponding to GNPs) shows a sharp 
reduction and a slight shift to left. This could be explained due to the processes of the 
thermal exfoliation of multi-layered GNPs substrates and the growth of CNTs during 
the CCVD reaction, which has been reported in the previous chapter. Then, the typical 
peak of ternary composite (26.4o) situates between peaks of GNPs (26.6o) and CNTs 
(25.9o), indicating these two conducting phases were effectively distributed in the 
PVDF composite.  
Furthermore, the typical XRD peaks correspond to the a-crystalline phase: 17.6o, 
18.3o and 19.9o can be observed clearly from the pure PVDF and its composites. It is 
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worthy to note that a significant XRD peak at 20.26o was detected from the curve of 
GCHs/PVDF binary composite, which just relative to the β-crystalline phase of PVDF. 
This unusual peak implies two issues: loading nano-particles could influence the 
crystalline structures of PVDF; There is a possibility of that the addition of GCHs 
could give rise to the formation of β- crystalline phase.  
 
3.3.4 Frequency-dependent dielectric properties of binary and ternary composites 
 
Fig.3-4 The frequency-dependence at room temperature of (a) and (d) the dielectric 
permittivity, (b) and (e) loss tangent, and (c) and (f) ac conductivity of GCHs/PVDF 
binary composites and GNPs/CNTs/PVDF ternary composites, respectively. 
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Fig.3-4 compares the frequency-dependent dielectric performances between 
binary and ternary composites with equivalent mass ratio of GNPs and CNTs. In the 
low-frequency range (<104 Hz), when fGCHs below 7 wt.%, the dielectric permittivity 
of binary composite is relatively independent on the frequency change. However, with 
the enhancing GCHs loading, significant reductions of dielectric permittivity can be 
achieved (see Fig.3-4a). As presented in Fig.3-4b, on one hand, when fGCHs is low, the 
loss tangent maintains at relatively low values (~0.2) under testing frequency range, 
meanwhile, the similar dielectric relaxation with pure PVDF polymer were shown. On 
the other hand, composites with the high fGCHs show a shapely augmented loss tangent, 
which is potential to be applied as electromagnetic wave materials. 
According to Fig.3-4c, the AC conductivities of composites with low fGCHs grow 
linearly with the increasing frequency. While, under higher fGCHs range, the AC 
conductivity values not only increase by over several orders of magnitudes, but also 
display the typical frequency-independency within a low frequency range. 
Compared to the binary composites, the ternary counterparts show the obviously 
different dielectric behaviors which are similar to the binary composites with filler 
loading under 6 wt.% (see Fig.3-4d-f). Notably, under the testing frequency range, the 
ternary composites remain electrically-insulating invariably, even the sample T-10 
with the equivalent conducting phase loading as high as 10 wt.%.  
 
3.3.5 Linear fitting the percolation threshold 
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Fig.3-5 (a) Dependence of the AC conductivity (measured at 1 kHz) of the 
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GCHs/PVDF binary composites as a function of the GCHs volume fraction measured 
at room temperature. (b) and (c) show the best fits of the AC conductivity to Equation 
3-1 and 3-2. (d) The linear fitting to experimental AC conductivity according to 
Equation 3-3. 
 
Fig.3-5a exhibits AC conductivity σAC of GCHs/PVDF binary composites as a 
function of GCHs loading at room temperature. It can be clearly noticed that σAC of 
binary composites enhanced gradually with the increasing GCHs loading, while 
sudden enhancements occurred when GCHs loading approaches to a critical value, the 
percolation threshold. The significant change of electrical property illustrates the 
formation of internal conductive network. According to the percolation theory, σAC of 
composites that closed to the percolation threshold fc can be assessed utilizing the 
power laws: 
( ) ( ) 'AC sGCHscGCHs fff −−∝σ           for fGCHs < fc              (3-1) 
( ) ( )tcGCHsGCHs fff −∝ACσ            for fGCHs > fc              (3-2) 
Where fGCHs is the volume fraction of GCHs loading, s’ and t are the critical exponent 
in insulating and conducting region, respectively. Notably, according to the power 
laws, the best linear fittings of experimental σAC both in insulating and conducing 
region provide a same fc equals to 5.53 vol.%. (see Fig.3-5b and c) The critical 
exponent in insulating region s’ equals to 0.74, which approaches the universal ones 
(s’≈0.8-1). The t in conducting region equals to 4.31, which is higher than universal 
values (t ≈1.6-2). The achieved deviation of critical exponents might be attributed to 
the special construction of GCHs and the tunneling between only closest adjacent 
particles is taken into account, which could be responsible for the nonuniversality of 
critical exponents of percolation power laws.[233] 
When the fGCHs is very close to the fc, the power law of percolation threshold 
gives: 
uωσ ∝ ,  1−∝ uωε            for fGCHs → fc            (3-3) 
Where ω = 2πν, ν is the frequency, u is the corresponding critical exponent. The 
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experimental data of B-6.5 offers u = 1.03, which could be considered as 
corresponding to the theoretical value: u = t/ (s’+t) = 4.31/ (0.74+4.31) = 0.85. The 
fitting of experimental data can be seen in Fig.3-5d.  
 
 
Fig.3-6 Dependence of the dielectric permittivity (measured at 1 kHz) of the 
GCHs/PVDF binary composites as a function of the GCHs volume fraction measured 
at room temperature. The inset shows the best fit of the permittivity to Equation 3-4. 
 
Besides σAC, the permittivity of binary composite shows a giant increase as well, 
when the GCHs loading approaches to fc. Fig. 3-6 depicts the permittivity as a 
function of fGCHs at 1 kHz. At this critical region, the relationship between permittivity 
of composites and fGCHs can be evaluated as follow: 
( ) ( ) sGCHscGCHs fff −−∝'ε           for fGCHs < fc              (3-4) 
After fitting linearly the log-log slot, the fc =5.53 vol.% and the critical exponent s = 
0.35 can be achieved (see the inset of Fig.3-6).  
 
3.3.6 Enhanced dielectric permittivity 
The relative enhancement of permittivity ε/εPVDF provides directly an influence 
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of the loaded fillers to the dielectric property of composites. For the traditional 
ceramic filled dielectric composites, when the relative enhancement of permittivity 
reaches to 10 at 1 kHz, their loading content would be as high as more than 40 vol.%. 
In this case, the flexible superiority of polymer matrix will be crucially destroyed. 
However, as shown in Fig. 3-7a, compared to the pure PVDF polymer, the 
GCHs/PVDF composite shows an enhancement of 400-fold at the volume fraction 8.5 
vol.%. Furthermore, the CNTs/PVDF composite prepared by melt-mixing at the same 
filler volume fraction and testing frequency just showed a ε/εPVDF less than 8.[134] 
The results further indicate advantages of GCHs fillers: (1) Problem of the 
entanglement and aggregation of CNTs has been improved; (2) The formation of 
conductive network can be simplified by these conductive “hub” structures. 
In addition, with the consideration of practical applications, the loss tangent of 
dielectric composites should be lower than 0.1 at least. The dilemma between high 
permittivity and accompanying high loss tangent is a long-term challenge for 
percolative composites. In order to fix the applicable range of GCHs/PVDF composite, 
Fig.3-7b illustrates the relationship between integrating dielectric property and GCHs 
loading content. The horizontal red line corresponds to the loss tangent equals to 0.1, 
giving the applicable range for composites. While, the vertical red line indicates the 
obtained maximum permittivity and its corresponding GCHs loading content. 
Particularly, the maximum permittivity of ~105 can be achieved at the GCHs loading 
just below threshold. Such enhancement of permittivity at applicable range is 
competent to make GCHs as a promising candidate for energy storage applications.  
It is worth to note that the percolation threshold fc =5.53 vol.% achieved from 
GCHs/PVDF binary composite is much lower than that of GNPs/CNTs/PVDF ternary 
composite with the equivalent conducting phase fractions. Moreover, such low fc is 
just a half of that of CNTs/PVDF composites (fc = 10.4 vol.%) using the similar 
melting mixing procedure in our previous work.[134]  
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Fig.3-7 (a)Dependence of the relative enhancement of the dielectric permittivity 
ε/εPVDF on frequency and GCHs volume fractions;(b)Relative permittivity, loss tangent 
at 1kHz vs. GCHs volume fraction curves 
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3.3.6.1 Typical microcapacitors construction 
 
Fig.3-8 Schematic diagrams of four different potential interaction approaches among 
the conducting phase of GCHs/PVDF binary composite: the electrical conducting 
among (a) GCHs-GCHs and (b) GCHs-CNTs, the microcapacitor construction formed 
by (c) GCHs-GCHs and (d) CNT-CNT. The synthesized CNTs, GNP substrate and 
microcapacitor construction are demonstrated as green sticks, black sticks and pairs 
of red sticks. 
 
Fig.3-8 schematically illustrates 4 different potential interactions among the 
conducting phase of GCHs/PVDF binary composite. As mentioned before, the totally 
conductive GCHs construction can be considered as a “wire concentrators”, where 
each synthesized CNT served as a single conducting wire. These particular 
constructions possess large active space. Just a simple charge migration occurs 
between two CNTs of adjacent GCHs, respectively, could activate these two whole 
GCHs particles (both GNP substrate and every synthesized CNT connecting on the 
substrate) being conductive (see Fig.3-8a). Furthermore, honestly, it is unavoidable 
that certain CNTs were detached from the GNP substrate during melt-mixing process. 
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However, some of these detachments may serve as “bridges” in connecting 
neighboring GCHs electrically (see Fig.3-8b). Thus, the occurring possibility of 
electrical tunneling and ohmic conduction enhanced greatly, leading to such a low fc 
of GCHs/PVDF binary composites obtained. 
The achieved excellent dielectric performance could be attributed to several 
reasons. Firstly, the melt-blending process not only improves the filler dispersion, but 
also provides an intensive interaction at molecular level between π-electron clouds of 
GCHs and F groups of PVDF chains with strong electrophilicity. Although 
composites fabricated by melt-blending show higher fc than ones by solution-blending 
in many reports, the melt-blending process that without solvent-pollution is the 
potential and practical way to achieve industrial mass production. Then, the 
reinforced Maxwell-Wagner-Sillars(MWS) effect contributes to the improved 
permittivity. The construction of vertically-aligned CNTs arrays benefits to ameliorate 
the CNTs aggregation and entanglement, expand interfacial area and promote the 
interfacial polarization effectively. 
Moreover, be different from the average electrical field theory, the augmentation 
of permittivity when filler loading approaches to fc could be explained by employing 
the microcapacitor model. Namely, conducting fillers distributed in the insulating 
matrix can form a series of filler-matrix-filler (electrode-dielectric-electrode) 
constructions. Thus, a large capacitance and then an improved permittivity can be 
contributed by the integrating effect of these microcapacitors. On one hand, due to the 
electrically conductive feature of GNP substrate, a typical microcapacitor structure 
could be achieved among GCHs particles. It is possible that CNTs arrays of 
neighboring hybrids insert to each other spatially to form the special microcapacitor 
construction, rather than the traditional microcapacitor structure formed by CNTs on 
the same substrate of other hybrids (see Fig.3-8c). On the other hand, a part of local 
microcapacitor structure can be formed by the randomly distributing detached CNTs 
as well (see Fig.3-8d). These two different microcapacitor modes make an 
indispensable contribution to the improvement of dielectric permittivity of 
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GCHs/PVDF binary composites.      
 
3.3.6.2 Formation of β crystalline phase 
Besides the contribution made by improved interfacial polarization and typical 
microcapacitor model, the crystalline phase composition of PVDF also plays an 
important role in determining the dielectric performance of PVDF-based composite. 
In fact, hemicrystalline PVDF displays two main crystalline forms: α- and β-phase. 
The former is a nonpolar crystal structure with a TGTG’ (T-trans, G-gauche+, G’-
gauche-) dihedral conformation arrangement in a centrosymmetric unit cell. However, 
the latter shows total TTTT conformation, leading to a polar non-centrosymmetric 
crystal. The particular structure endows the β-phase with the highest dipolar 
movement and superior dielectric performance, compared to other crystalline phases 
of PVDF.[275-278]  
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Fig.3-9 X-ray diffraction patterns of pure PVDF polymer and (a) GCHs/PVDF binary 
composite: B-4, B-6, B-9 and B-10 and (b) GNPs/CNTs/PVDF ternary composite:T-4, 
T-6 and T-10. 
 
As mentioned before, the typical XRD peak at 20.26o corresponds to the β-phase 
PVDF. Notably, this typical peak can be detected from all the binary composites with 
different fGCHs, but absent from any ternary composites. The relative comparison of 
XRD patterns between binary and ternary composites is presented in Fig.3-9.  
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Fig.3-10 Comparison of (a) FTIR spectroscopy and (b) fraction of -phase of pure 
PVDF polymer, GCHs/PVDF binary composites and GNPs/CNTs/PVDF ternary 
composites with equivalent conducting phases of 4 wt.%, 6 wt.% and 10 wt.%, 
respectively. 
 
FTIR spectroscopy was performed to identify crystalline forms and phase 
composition of pure PVDF and the PVDF-based binary and ternary composites. 
Presented in Fig.3-10a is the achieved infrared spectroscopy where the marked 
transmittance bands 766 cm-1 and 840 cm-1 corresponding to α- and β-phase, 
respectively. The relative fraction of the β-phase (F(β)) can be evaluated by:[277] 
( ) ( ) βααβ
ββ
AAKK
A
F
+
=                          (3-5) 
where Aα and Aβ are the area of the absorbance peaks at 766 cm-1 and 840 cm-1, 
respectively; Kα and Kβ the absorption coefficients at the respective wavenumber, 
which values are 6.1*104 and 7.7*104 cm2 mol-1, respectively.  
The relevant F(β) of samples pure PVDF, composites B-4, B-6, B-10, T-4, T-6 
and T-10 were calculated and displayed in Fig.3-10b. It is observed that the F(β) of 
binary composites is higher than that of ternary ones with same conducting phase 
loading. Notably, in contrast with pure PVDF polymer, the F(β) of B-10 increased by 
surprising 150%. This unexpected result could be explained as that: usually, the β-
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phase of PVDF can be transformed from α-phase via stretching process which gives 
rise to an alignment of polymer chain into crystals. The molten injection molding is 
able to provide a torque to GCHs, leading to an orientation along the injecting 
direction to a certain extent. Compared to the entangled CNTs and stacked GNPs of 
ternary composites, oriented GCHs and their vertically-aligned CNTs arrays benefit 
the alignment of PVDF chain into crystals along the CNT arrays and the formation of 
β-phase. Thus, the dielectric performance of binary composite achieved further 
improvement.  
 
3.3.7 Temperature dependence of dielectric properties 
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Fig.3-11 Dependence of relative permittivity on frequency and temperature for (a) 
GCHs/PVDF binary composite B-6.5, and (b) GNPs/CNTs/PVDF ternary composite 
T-6.5. (c) The dependence of variation percentages of permittivity on frequency at two 
testing boundary temperatures: -40 oC and 150 oC. 
 
In order to investigate the influence of temperature on dielectric properties and 
compare the thermal stability of binary and ternary composites, Fig.3-11a and b 
illustrate the permittivity of samples B-6.5 and T-6.5 at wide temperature range of -40 
oC to 150 oC. Under the same color map scales, the binary composite shows a 
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significantly high permittivity values than ternary ones. Be similar to the dielectric 
response at room temperature, the permittivity of both binary and ternary composites 
reduces with the increasing frequency under wide temperature range.  
In addition, a distinct positive temperature-dependent dielectric permittivity are 
noticed, which can be ascribed to that: PVDF is semi-crystalline polymer with Tg~-20 
oC and Tm~160 oC. At the room temperature and below, the movements of PVDF 
crystalline chains are limited, which is hard to respond to the external electrical fields. 
However, with the enhancing temperature, the mobility of PVDF chains, especially 
the chains in the crystalline region, is able to liberate significantly.[222, 279-280] 
Thus, the enhanced polarization gives rise to the improvement of permittivity.  
The comparison of thermal stability of binary and ternary composites is 
demonstrated in Fig.3-11c. For evaluating quantitively the thermal stability of 
permittivity, the variation percentages of permittivity at testing boundry temperatures 
((ε’150-ε’-40)/ε’-40) were calculated, where the ε’150 and ε’-40 are the permittivity 
measured at the temperature -40 and 150 oC, respectively. It is noticed that under the 
full testing frequency range, the binary composites show smaller change of 
permittivity than ternary counterpart. The reinforced MWS effect resulted from 
greatly increased interfaces between GCHs coupling constructions and PVDF matrix 
could be responsible for the higher thermal stability of GCHs/PVDF binary 
nanocomposites.[127, 134] 
 
 3.4 Conclusions 
In conclusion, we have demonstrated that GCHs/PVDF nano-dielectric 
composites with improved dielectric performance were prepared. The typical totally-
conductive and lightweight GCH constructions were achieved by using CCVD 
method, where vertically-aligned CNTs arrays can be well synthesized on the surface 
of a number of exfoliated GNP substrates. The mechanical melt-mixing process can 
not only offer the good filler dispersion, but also provides an intensive interaction at 
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molecular level. More importantly, the way of restricting the utilization of chemical 
solvent is potential to drive the mass-production of the composites into industrial 
scale. Compared to the ternary counterpart with equivalent conducting phase contents, 
the GCHs/PVDF binary composites showed a significant transition from semi-
conducting to conducting state when the GCHs loading increased to 10 wt.%. Due to 
the conducting coupling construction of GCHs, a greatly reduced percolation 
threshold of binary composites was obtained (5.53 vol.%) according to the classic 
threshold theory. The parallelly-arranged CNT arrays are able to promote the 
formation of microcapacitor networks and induce the variation of crystalline phases 
composition of PVDF matrix, which should be responsible for the improved dielectric 
properties of binary composites. In addition, the results of temperature-dependent 
permittivity showed that compared to the mixture of GNPs/CNTs served as filler, 
loading GCHs is capable of endowing PVDF-based composite with a higher thermal 
stability. The approach of redesigning the CNTs construction can effectively 
ameliorate the CNTs dispersion and reduce the percolation threshold, providing a 
promising strategy for energy storage applications in future. 
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Chapter IV  
Flexible GNP-CNTs hybrids/PDMS 
functional elastomers 
 
4.1 Introduction 
 
Piezo-resistive (PR) materials with merits of flexible, sensitive and easy-
production, allowing applied pressure to be quantified through corresponding 
electrical resistance changes,[256, 281-283] have drawn great interests for their 
applications in many fields, such as finger sensing, artificial-skin and wearable 
electronic devices.[94, 284-287] In order to combine the intrinsic advantage of each 
component and effectively widen their applications, recently, composing conductive 
fillers with flexible polymer matrix as composites becomes an efficient approach. 
According to the percolation theory, the typical PR behavior is generally observed at 
the filler concentration beyond the percolation threshold (fc), where the formed 
internal conductive network reconstructs itself synchronizedly with external applied 
pressure, showing a measurable electric resistance deviation. 
High sensitivity is the key issue of evaluating the PR behavior of composites, 
which can excite more pronounced resistance change response under a slight stimulus. 
To maintain the flexibility of polymer matrix and design the conductive network 
reasonably have been considered as effective approaches in improving the PR 
sensitivity. To retain the intrinsic flexibility, a number of studies have focused on 
decreasing the fc of composites.[230] In fact, the conductive network structure is 
strongly dependent on the shape and aspect ratio of fillers. The composites with 
carbon black and metallic particles as 0-dimensional (0D) conductive fillers showed 
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remarkable PR response, owing to their high intrinsic electrical conductivity.[284, 
288] However, to form conductive network, the high filler loading could inevitably 
destroy the flexibility of composites. In very recent years, a blooming development 
made graphene as one of the most popular and competitive nano-fillers, due to its 
extraordinary overall performance.[289-290] Their 2-dimensional (2D) structure can 
substantially increase interfacial adhesion with matrix, and endow composite with 
optimized performance. Nevertheless, the difficulty, time and cost of the composite 
processing procedure have to be raised by the enormous surface energy of graphene. 
In our previous report that the alkyl was grafted onto graphene as conductive loading, 
PDMS based composites showed high sensitivity and low fc.[253] Whereas, much 
solvent was utilized which limited the possibility of industrial-scale production in 
short term. Graphite nanoplatelets (GNPs) served as another type of 2D filler, 
composing of tens of natural flake graphite sheets, have endowed the composites with 
excellent performances in recent researches.[232, 291-292] However, it is believed 
that their functionality could be further improved by exfoliating GNPs into individual 
GNP layers. Among these conductive fillers, carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have been 
most intensively studied because their typical 1-dimensional (1D) structure with high 
aspect ratio and outstanding intrinsic properties. But how to solve the problem that 
CNTs are easily frizzy and entangled in the polymer matrix is a long term challenge. 
It is worthy to mention that the high aspect ratio structure of CNTs could lead to 
opposite influences on reducing the fc and enhancing the PR sensitivity, respectively. 
On one hand, it has been proved that the percolation threshold is inversely 
proportional to the aspect ratio. On the other hand, in contrast to the CNTs with high 
aspect ratio, those with low aspect ratio prefer to orientate with the deformation, 
hence their composites would show higher sensitivity to external stimulus.   
To overcome these problems, a special coupling micro-architecture of GNP-
CNTs hybrids (GCHs) was synthesized through the approach of CCVD. Different 
from other CNTs-substrate hybrid structures, GCHs served as the distinctive 
conductive filler with features of all-carbon composition, particular coupling structure 
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and low intrinsic density. Especially, GNP substrates are capable of working as the 
“wire concentrators” or “transport hubs”, connecting with all the conductive single 
CNTs as “sideways” directly. These electrical conductive “hub” structures could 
effectively promote the interconnection among hybrids and facilitate the formation of 
conductive network. In addition, the PR behavior of composite based on micro-nano 
hybrids have rarely been reported, particularly for the all-carbon GCHs loaded 
composite. 
Polydimethylsilicone (PDMS) that utilized as the flexible matrix of PR 
composite has received a wide attention and great approval, due to its excellent 
thermal stability, fast response speed, high elasticity, easy-production and low-
cost.[293] Notably, the particular biocompatibility of PDMS could benefit the 
potential application as artificial skin.  
In this chapter, we present the advanced GCHs/PDMS composites with high PR 
performance, prepared through mechanical blending GCHs with PDMS matrix using 
the three-roll mill at room temperature. The GCHs particles with 1D-2D coupling 
structure were precisely synthesized by CCVD approach. The mechanical blending 
process without chemical solvent can not only keep the hybrid structure from 
breaking but provide an excellent interfacial adhesion with matrix. In comparation 
with PDMS-based composites loading equivalent CNTs, GNPs, mixture of 
GNPs/CNTs, an ultra-low percolation threshold and the significant positive PR 
behavior with high sensitivity and stability of GCHs/PDMS composite were achieved. 
The temperature-dependent PR behavior indicates that the composite can be 
successfully served as temperature sensor. In addition, the result of the typical finger-
sensing experiment indicates that the route of designing conductive network to 
improve the PR performance of flexible composite is reasonable. The GCHs/PDMS 
composite could be potentially applied as artificial skin with high PR performances. 
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4.2 Experimental  
4.2.1 Materials and sample preparation 
Graphite nanoplatelets with hundreds nm in thickness and 4-5 µm in diameter, 
provided by Xiamen K-Nano Graphene Technology Co.(China) The commercial 
MWCNTs provided by Shenzhen Nanotech Port Co. (China). Their length and 
diameter were about 5-15 um and 20-40 nm. The hydroxyl-terminated PDMS (50 000 
mPa·s, from Sigma-Aldrich) was chosen as the flexible insulating elastomer matrix in 
our experiment. 
The GCHs particles were synthesized through the ﬂoating-catalyst CVD method 
without any pre-treatment, according to the procedures in chapter 2. The mixing 
process of GCHs/PDMS nanocomposite was done using a three-roll mill (EXAKT 80, 
Germany) at room temperature, with the hybrid volume fraction ranging from 0 to 1.5 
vol.%. A long mixing time (45 min) and a low mixing shearing rate (50 rpm) were 
used for not only obtaining an excellent dispersion but also keeping the hybrid 
architecture from being damaged caused by an over-strong mechanical shear as much 
as possible. Then, the curing agent tetraethyl orthosilicate and an accelerant 
dibutyltindilaurate (both from Sigma-Aldrich) were added into the mixture. The 
resulting composite was poured out into a metal mould and cured under a nominal 
compression of 100 bar, at room temperature. The final disk-shape samples with 
diameter of 10 mm and thickness of 3 mm were prepared for uniaxial compression. 
The rectangle film samples with area of 10×80 mm2 and thickness of 150 µm were 
prepared for finger sensing(see the Fig.4-1). 
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Fig.4-1 Schematic illustration of the preparation of GCHs particles and GCHs/PDMS 
composites. 
 
4.2.2 Sample characterization 
General Characterization. Scanning electron microscope (ZEISS LEO 1530 Gemini) 
was used to observe the morphology of the fillers and the fractured surfaces of 
GCHs/PDMS composite. The dielectric performances were evaluated in the frequency 
range of 103-106 Hz using an impedance analyzer (Solartron 1260). X-ray diﬀraction 
(XRD) patterns of the GCHs/PDMS composites were measured on XRD detector 
(BRUKER D2 PHASER with X Flash 430). 
Real-time piezoresistivity testing. The real-time piezoresistivity tests were carried 
out on a combination of a universal testing machine (Instron 5544) and an 
electrometer (Keithley 2400). Loading-unloading compression cyclic operation with a 
constant crosshead rate of 1 mm·min-1 and the measurement of volume electrical 
resistance by the two-probe method well performed, respectively. To reduce the 
contact resistance, Pt electrodes were coated onto both sides of the samples through 
the plasma sputtering approach prior to the measurement. The electrical performance 
data were recorded through a LabVIEW program. The temperature-dependent PR 
performance was characterized as a function of temperature using supporting 
temperature chamber. 
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4.3 Results and discussion 
4.3.1 Morphological characterization 
 
Both the fillers distribution and the interfacial condition between fillers and 
matrix play crucial roles in evaluating the stability of composites. Fig. 4-2(a) shows 
the SEM morphology of the fractured surface of the GCHs/PDMS composite, where 
GCHs are well distributed in the soft PDMS matrix without aggregation. The 1D-2D 
coupling structure displays the maximum effective surface, leading to a largely 
augmented interfacial adhesion. Furthermore, the individual CNTs are bonded on the 
GNP substrate and separated to each other by the insulating PDMS matrix, forming 
the conductive “hub” structure. The “hub” structure can be embedded tightly in 
PDMS matrix without obvious break (see Fig. 4-2b), which makes GCHs/PDMS 
composite scalable from laboratory to industrial scale. 
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Fig.4-2 (a) SEM image of the fracture surface of the GCHs/PDMS composite. (b) 
High-magnification image of GCH particle well embedded in the matrix. 
 
4.3.2 Electrical performance 
4.3.2.1 Enhanced dielectric permittivity  
 
Fig.4-3 Dependence of dielectric permittivity on frequency of the GCHs/PDMS 
composites with different GCHs loading at room temperature. 
 
In order to ascertain the percolation threshold, the important signal of forming 
the conductive network, the dielectric performance of GCHs/PDMS composite in the 
frequency range of 103-107 Hz was characterized. As demonstrated in Fig.4-3, the 
dielectric permittivity of composite enhanced significantly with the increasing GCHs 
loading. Particularly, only 1.5 vol.% GCHs can augment the dielectric permittivity of 
composite 700 times higher than the PDMS matrix (εr ~ 3.3) at 103 Hz. When over 
the fc, the permittivity exhibits an obvious frequency dependence, which is mainly 
because that newly formed conductive networks are prone to be influenced by the 
alternating electric field, and the polarization rate of composite cannot keep up with 
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the changing electric field immediately 
 
4.3.2.2 Low percolation threshold 
The dielectric percolation effect is one of the most important signals of forming 
the conductive network, hence the electrical performance of GCHs/PDMS composite 
was characterized. Fig. 4-4 demonstrates the dependence of AC conductivity (σAC) of 
GCHs/PDMS composite on filler concentrations at the frequency range of 1 kHz - 1 
MHz, from which an obvious percolation transition from insulating (σAC ~10-9 S m-1) 
to conducting (σAC ~10-2 S m-1) with the increasing GCHs loading can be noticed. 
Notably, more than 4 orders of magnitudes rise of σ AC can be achieved under the 
range of GCHs loading from 0.5 to 0.9 vol.%, illustrating the constructing process of 
inner conductive network. The conductivity of composite that approaches to the 
percolation threshold can be evaluated using the following power law:  
                       for fGCHs > fc             4-1 
where fGCHs and fc are the volume fraction of conductive GCHs particles and the 
percolation threshold of the composite, respectively, and t is the critical exponent in 
the conducting region. The best fits of the experimental conductivity values to the log-
log plots of the power laws provides fc = 0.64 vol.% (see the inset in Fig 4-4). The 
critical exponent in the conducting region, t = 1.76, is in accord with the universal 
values (t ≈ 1.6-2) for the composite loading three-dimensional conductive fillers from 
the percolation theory. It is worthy to note that such low percolation value was rarely 
reported in most PDMS-based composite using the carbon series materials as 
conductive filler. It mainly ascribed to these fully conductive multiple-branching “hub” 
structures, which can not only enhance the interfacial area and polarization, but 
extend their effective contact space. Thus, the construction of internal conductive 
network was facilitated effectively. 
( )tcff −∝ GCHsσ
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Fig.4-4 AC conductivity of the GCHs/PDMS composites with different GCHs loading 
at room temperature. The inset shows the best fit of log(σ) vs. log(fGCHs-fc) 
 
4.3.3 Application as highly-sensitive piezo-resistive pressure sensors 
4.3.3.1 Loading concentration-dependent piezo-resistive behavior 
To study the relationship between PR behavior and the GCHs loading under 
relevantly low stimulus, the maximum applied pressure was restricted to 0.32 MPa. 
The resistance change (R/R0)-pressure curves averaged from more than 3 independent 
tests are depicted in Fig.4-5. A step-wise compression (1 mm min-1) was applied to the 
disk-shape samples until the maximum force. A series of positive pressure dependence 
of resistance can be observed for all tested GCHs loading. Noteworthily, the 
composites with filler concentrations in the vicinity of the percolation threshold show 
larger resistance changes under same pressures than those with much higher filler 
concentration. Due to the particular conductive structure of the GCHs, the sensitive 
conductive network can be formed at such low concentration via the tunneling effect. 
However, with increasing filler content, the connection mode of conductive network 
transfers from the tunneling state to the filler overlapping state, in which there are 
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enough quantity of GCHs to overlap each other. Thus, the inner conductive network 
becomes relatively stable, and insensitive to external stimulus.  
 
Fig.4-5 Typical PR behaviors variation of GCHs/PDMS composites with various 
GCHs loading under uniaxial compression. 
 
4.3.3.2 Piezo-resistive sensitivity 
Sensitivity is one of the most important parameters to evaluate the functional 
property of PR materials. It is better for composites to possess the large response 
under slight stimuli. Fig.4-6 presents the relative resistance change of composite with 
GCHs 0.8 vol.% under very low compression loads: 1N, 2N, 3N and 4N. Due to the 
area of sample is 7.85×10-5 m2, their pressure sensitivities can reach to 0.16 kPa-1, 
0.26 kPa-1, 0.27 kPa-1 and 0.34 kPa-1, respectively. Such high sensitivities obtained 
under ultralow compression loads make GCHs/PDMS composites competent for  
highly sensitive sensing application. In addition, even under compression load as low 
as 1N, the outputting resistance signal can well express the whole loading-unloading 
process.  
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Fig.4-6 The relative resistance change of composite with GCHs 0.8 vol.% under a 
very low charge, showing an excellent piezo-resistive sensitivity. 
 
Generally, the sensitivity of strain sensors and pressure sensors can be evaluated 
by the gauge factor (GF) and pressure sensitivity (PS), respectively.[291]  
                                               (4-2) 
                                                      
(4-3) 
where R0 is the nominal resistance in the unloaded state (pressure and strain are 
equal to 0), ∆R is the resistance change, l0 and ∆l are the original thickness of sensor 
sample in the unloaded state and the thickness change, respectively, p is applied 
pressure. The dependence of GF and PS values, calculated by the average during the 
cyclic tests without the first cycle, on filler concentrations was illustrated in the Fig.4-
7.  
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Fig.4-7 Piezo-resistive sensitivities of GCHs/PDMS composites with various GCHs 
loading under uniaxial compression. 
 
Similar to the AC conductivity, both GF and PS values decrease with the 
increasing filler content. Especially, an outstanding sensitivity (GF~103, PS~0.6 kPa-1) 
can be achieved from the sample with the GCHs content of 0.75 vol.% under the 
pressure of 0.32 MPa. This result is quitely competitive among reported carbon filler/ 
PDMS composites (see Table.4-1). 
 
Table 4-1. Comparison of the piezo-resistive sensitivity of carbon-fillers/PDMS 
composites under the small applied pressure. 
Type (specific) fc (vol.%) PS*(kPa-1) GF Conditions Ref 
GNP-PDMS 0.9 0.067  0.3 MPa [94] 
CB-PDMS - -0.001  0.3 MPa [294] 
CB-PDMS  <0.001  0.3 MPa [295] 
CNT-PDMS -  1.25 Strain~0.4 [296] 
CNT film-PDMS - ~0.33  3 kPa [15] 
Carboxyl-MWCNT-PDMS - 0.013  3 MPa [297] 
CNT-PDMS -  ~2-3 Strain~100% [298] 
P3HT-CNT-PDMS - 0.0017  0.12 MPa [299] 
CNT-CB-PDMS -    [300] 
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(AR of CNT=117) 
(AR of CNT=437) 
0.01 
0.01 
0.3 MPa 
0.3 MPa 
Alkyl-Graphene-PDMS 0.63 <0.1  1 MPa [253] 
GCHs-PDMS 0.56 0.6 ~1000 0.32 MPa  
*The pressure or strain sensitivities were calculated and estimated from the curves in relevant 
references. 
 
Thanks to the “hub” structure, on one hand, one GCH particle can be totally 
activated by and conducted to another through even just an one-point contact or weak 
tunneling effect taking place on any single CNT of GCHs(see Fig.4-8). On the other 
hand, the relatively low percolation threshold could well retain the flexibility of 
PDMS matrix for composite, allowing a large deformation under small pressure. 
Therefore, the composite is greatly sensitive to the applied pressure. 
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Fig.4-8 Schematic of (a) the construction of GCHs with improved interfacial area and 
effectively conductive space. (b) the “hub” structure of GCHs is capable of multi-
point communicating with neighboring particles via direct contact or tunneling effect. 
While, the multi-point communicating is easily influenced by applied pressure, 
transforming the conductive “traffic hub” to the “isolated island” 
 
4.3.3.3 Theoretical explanation 
By reason of its stable performance, the sample with 0.8 vol.% GCHs was 
chosen to study the piezo-resistive behavior of the GCHs / PDMS composite in detail 
(see Fig.4-9a). Based on the influences on conductive network that induced by the 
increasing external pressure, the piezo-resistance correlation can be devided into three 
parts. A sequence of exponential fitting were made for each part, according to the 
modified formulas that derived from the tunneling effect (see insets in Fig 4-9a). 
Fig.4-9b illustrates schematically the inner conductive network constructions for three 
parts, respectively.  
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Fig.4-9 (a)The resistance change on the applied pressure and strain of GCHs/PDMS 
composite with 0.8 vol.%. GCHs. The inset images show the 3-step theoretical fit of 
experimental data. (b) Schematic diagram of the dependence between the internal 
conductive network structure and the external applied pressure of 3 steps. 
 
The fitting models were derived from the previous electrical resistance model, 
which are as follows:[94] 
                    (4-4) 
                           (4-5) 
                             (4-6) 
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Where R, R0, N, N0, s, s0 are the total resistance of composite, the number of 
conductive paths and the minimum distance between conductive fillers of loading 
state and initial unloading state, respectively. l is the thickness of disk-shaped 
composite under applied compression, l0 is the initial thickness. h the Plank constant 
and m the electron mass. ϕ is the potential barrier height between the neighboring 
fillers. p and E are the applied compression pressure and elastic modulus of composite, 
respectively. 
Firstly, the fully conductive network that is mainly made up via the tunneling 
effect among fillers. A tiny resistance change can be observed under the applied 
pressure from 0 to 0.04MPa. Hence, we call the first part as “tunneling state”. Due to 
the influence of applied pressure to the re-orientation of fillers is slight, the correlation 
of piezo-resistive behavior of this part is as follow: 
                       (4-7) 
                     (4-8) 
Where A1 is a constant, A=[ s+A1]/E. 
When the applied pressure increases to 0.04-0.2 MPa, this range is defined as 
“transitional state”. In this state, GCHs particles begin to move and re-orientate with 
the deformation of PDMS matrix. Some initial contacting joints loosen and others are 
separated. The former ones continue connecting the circuit to keep the functionality of 
the conductive network through the tunneling effect. However, the latter ones are 
responsible for the partial break of the conductive paths. Therefore, the resistance of 
composite exhibits a measurable enhancement. The relationship between R/R0 and the 
pressure can be fitted as follow:[94]  
                    (4-9) 
                   (4-10) 
Where A2 and B are constants, A=[ s+A2]/E. 
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With the further increasing pressure, more intense re-orientation takes place. The 
distance between two GCHs becomes beyond the tunnel distance. Plenty of GCHs are 
separated by the continuous and insulating PDMS matrix, resulting in the 
“discontinuous state”. Due to the special network construction, a small re-orientation 
of GCHs might result in a huge role transformation from the “transport hubs” to the 
“isolated islet”, subsequently damaging the conductive network. Hence, the composite 
with GCHs as conductive units is more sensitive to the applied pressure. The modified 
function used to fitting PR behavior is: 
               (4-11)
 
                (4-12) 
Where A3, B and C are constants, A=[ s+A3]/E. 
According to the Equ.4-8, 4-10 and 4-12, the resistance change of mentioned 
three states can be fitted exponentially, where the parameters of fittings are 
summerized in Table.4-2 
 
Table 4-2. Fitting coefficients and R2 of three states. 
 Initial state Transitional state Discontinuous state 
A 17.094 8.416 -21.212 
B - 28.997 245.643 
C - - -391.309 
R2 0.966 0.99 0.998 
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4.3.3.4 Synchronicity and repeatability  
 
Fig.4-10 (a) The relative resistance (R/R0) and applied pressure vs. time under 
periodic loading-unloading tests; (b) (R/R0) under 100 loading-unloading cycles with 
the pressure ranging from 0-0.31MPa. The inset shows the consistent PR response 
under 100 loading-unloading cycles with the small applied pressure ranging from 0-
0.15MPa. 
 
Besides high sensitivity, rapid electrical resistance response and excellent 
repeatability are also considered as critical properties of ideal piezo-resistive materials. 
To detect the dynamic synchrony between the cyclic pressure and corresponding 
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resistance change, the multi-cycle piezo-resistive tests were done on the sample with 
GCHs 0.8 vol.%. An excellent real-time response with little hysteresis and shoulder 
peak was noticed in the Fig.4-10a. Although a distinct piezo-resistive response at the 
first cycle was observed resulted from the Mullins effect,[301] the stable and 
excellent resistance changes (R/R0 >90) can be achieved in the following 10 cycles. 
An excellent repeatability is a decisive property for practical application. Fig.4-10b 
shows that the long-term PR behavior of the composite with 0.8 vol.% GCHs during 
100 loading-unloading cycles under the pressure range (0-0.32 MPa). Although the 
value of R/R0 can be stably maintained over 70, there were a small decline of 
maximun resistance change and a slight augmentation of minimum resistance change 
after a high number of cycles. This could be interpreted by that the structure of the 
conductive networks was permanently modified by long term periodic loading-
unloading process. Particularly, in our experiment, this permanent modification could 
be dependent on three aspects. Firstly, the continuous breakdown-reconstruction 
process of GCHs conductive network. Secondly, there is an irreversible modification 
of the interfacial interaction between GCHs and PDMS matrix. Thirdly, the inherent 
structure of GCHs fillers might be broken under the fast and long term alternating 
charge. In addition, the minimum R/R0 value augments slightly with the increasing 
cycle numbers, which further indicates that the structure of the conductive networks 
was permanently modified indeed. Besides, in the range of ultra-low stimulus (lower 
than 0.1 MPa) the piezo-resistive response tends to provide an excellent consistency 
(see the inset of Fig.4-10b).  
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4.3.3.5 Temperature dependence of the piezo-resistive properties  
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Fig.4-11. Temperature-dependent PR property of GCHs/PDMS composites. (a) 
Resistance change (b) relative resistance enhancement at the function of temperature 
and applied strain. (c) The distribution of gauge factor in the temperature-strain 
matrix. 
 
Sensing temperature is another key functionality of human skin that is able to 
keep people from injury and offers information about the surrounding 
environment.[256] In fact, majority of tactile sensors are inherently sensitive to 
temperature. As previously mentioned in Chapter-1, polymer-based composites 
loaded with conducting fillers exhibit large changes in resistivity with temperature, 
such as the PTC and NTC effect. The resistance change originates from the thermal 
expansion of the polymer matrix, giving rise to a modification of conductive network 
and a change to electrical resistance. However, due to the crosslinked molecule 
structure, PDMS has intrinsic relatively high thermal stability. Fig.4-11 shows the 
temperature-dependent PR properties of GCHs/PDMS composite with GCHs loading 
content about 0.8 vol.% under testing temperature range from 20 oC to 120 oC and the 
increasing compression strain until 17%. During the measurement, temperature of 
chamber and deformation of sample can be well controlled, the outputting electrical 
information can be recorded using the electrometer (Keithley 2400). 
Fig.4-11a is the temperature-dependent resistance change under uniaxial 
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compression. It is observed that the electrical resistance of composite augments with 
increasing strain, namely, the typical positive piezo-resistive behavior, under the 
whole testing temperature range, which is in accordance with the results at room 
temperature. Besides, the electrical resistance shows a significant reduction when 
composite samples is heated. It could be explained as that the thermal agitation effect 
drives charges to move more easily. While, the expansion of free volume of PDMS 
molecular chains also provides a better surrounding to the movement of charges, 
which promotes the formation of conductive network.[280] 
The temperature-dependent relative resistance variation (R/R0) under increasing 
strain is exhibited in Fig.4-11b. It is worth to note that under the same strain, the R/R0 
at high temperature range is significantly higher than that at low temperature range. 
For example, under the maximum strain, the R/R0 of composites equals to 45 at 20 oC 
and reduces to around 10 when is heated to 120 oC. In fact, according to the result of 
Fig.4-11a, the electrical resistance decreases sharply at high temperature, where the 
internal conducting network has been constructed stably and is not as sensitive as the 
initial conducting network at room temperature. Thus, such large drop of R/R0 could 
occur.  
The strain-sensitivity, namely, gauge factor indicates the varying rate of relative 
resistance change, which is a complex parameter influenced by a number of factors, 
such as internal conducting network, electrical conductivity and aspect ratio of filler, 
especially, the features of elastic crosslinking network. The distribution of gauge 
factor of GCHs/PDMS composite in the temperature-strain matrix is shown in Fig.4-
11c. It is observed that at room temperature range, the GF values augment from 
around 40 to 270 at the maximum strain. This tendency can be explained by the 
previously mentioned model in section of Theoretical Explanation. However, at high 
temperature range, the GF value showed a slight decrease with increasing strain, 
which may be ascribed to the integrating effect of the expansion and strain-driving 
orientation of PDMS molecular network to the elasticity of composite.   
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4.3.3.6 Wearable finger film-sensor  
 
Fig.4-12 Setup of the finger sensor testing system using the the typical GCHs / PDMS 
composite film as sensor. 
 
To achieve the promising functionalities of artificial skin such as human-machine 
interaction and motion recognition, the typical GCHs / PDMS composite film finger 
sensor was fabricated using the similar preparation process. The film finger sensor 
was fixed onto the surface of a stretchable nitrile glove. Silver paste was coated 
between the film finger sensor and the ultra-thin conductive wire (used for reducing 
the contact disturbance induced by movement) to reduce the contact resistance (see 
Fig.4-12).  
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Fig.4-13 The GCHs/PDMS composite film served as finger movements detections. (a) 
Photograph of the relaxing state of finger. (b-d) Photographs of three distinct motions 
(A, B and C) that bending the second joint, the third joint of index finger and 
clenching, respectively. (e) Relative resistance changes for each independent 
movement. 
 
As illustrated in Fig.4-13a, we considered the relaxing straight index finger as the 
initial state, the collected electrical signals were the base line. In Fig.4-13b-d, three 
simple motions were chosen to evaluate the response performance of film finger 
sensor: A, B and C are the motions of bending the second joint, third joint of index 
finger and clenching, respectively. Moreover, the tension deformation amplitudes of 
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these motions were calculated as 16.9%, 20.5% and 28.9%, respectively. Fig.4-13e 
shows the distinctive real-time resistance changes (R/R0 of motions A, B and C are 
0.75, 0.6, 0.13, respectively) and their unique duration times, which are perfectly in 
accordance with the different amplitudes of motions and corresponding action times. 
A particularly negative piezo-resistance response under tension deformations was 
revealed, because it is difficult for GCHs to orientate along the thickness direction 
during the pressure-casting process, especially for film samples. With the enhanced 
tension strain, GCHs prefer re-orientating near to the tension direction. The 
anisotropic degree increases correspondingly and the tunneling effect may take place 
more easily. Therefore, the composite film finger sensor that using GCHs as 
conductive filler can not only response to subtle actions but also distinguish them 
accurately, which makes the composite good candidate for artificial skin and wearable 
pressure sensor applications. 
 
4.4 Comparison with PDMS-based elastomers using CNTs, GNPs and 
CNTs/GNPs mixture as conducting phase  
4.4.1 CNTs or GNPs as the single conducting filler  
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Fig.4-14 Typical SEM images of fractured surface of (a) CNTs/PDMS composite and 
(c) GNPs/PDMS composite.(b) and (d) are the high-magnification images of (a) and 
(c), respectively.  
 
In order to make a comparison with GCHs/PDMS composite, the GNPs/PDMS 
and CNTs/PDMS composites were prepared with the similar processing procedure. 
Fig.4-14 shows that both CNTs and GNPs can be well distributed into the PDMS 
matrix using the mechanical blending approach, respectively. Similarly, the tight 
cohesion between conducting fillers and PDMS matrix can be clearly observed from 
the high-magnification images.  
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Fig.4-15 The AC conductivity of PDMS-based composites loading GNPs, CNTs and 
GCHs with volume fraction of 1.0 vol.% and 1.5 vol.%, respectively.  
 
The electrical performance of CNTs/PDMS, GNPs/PDMS and GCHs/PDMS 
composites with two different volume fractions can be seen in Fig.4-15. Typically, the 
general percolation threshold (fc) ranges of these 3 kinds of composites could be 
estimated from the testing results of AC conductivities. The fc of both GNPs/PDMS 
(>1.5 vol.%) and CNTs/PDMS composites (~1.0 vol.%) is higher than that of 
GCHs/PDMS composites (~0.64 vol.%). Such low fc could be ascribed to the 
effective interconnection among GCHs fillers. Due to the conductive network of 
samples cannot be formed when filler content lower than fc, the sample with CNTs 
content of 1.2 vol.% was chosen to compare the piezo-resistive behavior with the 
composite with 0.8 vol.% GCHs (see Fig.4-16). Although the filler contents of two 
samples are close to their own fc, the resistance change under 0.32 MPa of 
CNTs/PDMS composite is around 75, which is lower than that of GCHs sample (~95). 
Therefore, compared with CNTs/PDMS and GNPs/PDMS composite using the same 
processing procedure, the lowest percolation threshold can be achieved with 
GCHs/PDMS composites. 
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Fig.4-16 The piezo-resistive behavior of CNTs/PDMS composite with CNTs content of 
1.2 vol.%. 
 
4.4.2 CNTs and GNPs as the double conducting fillers 
Recently, several groups reported that the hybrid nanofiller system with two or 
three different aspect ratios leads to better electrical property of composites, 
producing a typical synergetic effect. In order to further illustrate the distinctive role 
of GCHs particles in constructing conductive network, the equivalent double-formed 
filler of GNPs and CNTs filled PDMS-based composite were prepared. The weight 
ratio between individual GNPs and CNTs are carefully controlled as 1, which is in 
accordance with that of GCH particles. The concentrations for GCHs single filler and 
GNPs/CNTs double filler in composites are shown in detail in Table 4-3.  
 
Table 4-3 Different composition of 4 PDMS-based composite samples. 
Sample1 GCHs content 
(wt.%) 
CNTs content2 
(wt.%) 
GNPs content2 
(wt.%) 
1 1.52 - - 
2 2.28 - - 
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3 - 0.76 0.76 
4 - 1.14 1.14 
1Sample 3 and 4 are samples that GNPs/CNTs/PDMS three-phase composite with equivalent contents of GNPs and 
CNTs to GCHs/PDMS composites, sample 1 and 2, respectively. 
2The mass ratio between CNTs and GNPs substrate of GCHs particles is approximately equal to 1. 
 
The SEM images of the fractured surfaces of the GNP/CNT/PDMS composite 
are shown in Fig.4-17. After the mechanical mixing by the three-roll mill, GNPs and 
CNTs are well dispersed in the PDMS matrix. As shown in Fig.4-17b both 
nanoparticles are closely embedded in the PDMS matrix, indicating an excellent 
interfacial cohesion. 
 
 
Fig.4-17 (a) Typical SEM images of fractured surface of GNP/CNT/PDMS three-
phase composite. (b) the high-magnification images 
 
Fig.4-18 shows the frequency-dependent dielectric properties of 4 samples. 
Compared to the pure PDMS polymer with the intrinsic permittivity of 3, both GCHs 
and mixture of GNPs/CNTs can effectively enhance the permittivity of composite 
under small loading contents. However, in comparison with the 3-fold increase 
obtained by GNPs/CNTs/PDMS composite, the equivalent addition of GCHs endows 
PDMS matrix with the surprising enhancement of permittivity near three orders of 
magnitudes at low frequency range (see Fig.4-18a).  
In addition, as shown in Fig.4-18b, the values of AC conductivity of GCHs filled 
composites are higher than that of the mixture loaded counterpart more than 5 orders 
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of magnitudes.. Such distinction between conductor and insulator can be also proved 
by the large difference of loss tangent results (see Fig.4-18c). 
The dramatic difference of dielectric properties between GCHs and mixture 
filled composites further indicates that GCH particles with their particular “hub” 
construction effectively improve the synergetic effect, leading to a more efficient 
conducting network and much lower percolation threshold.   
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Fig.4-18 Frequency-dependent (a) dielectric permittivity, (b) AC conductivity and (c) 
loss tangent of GCHs/PDMS composite and GNPs/CNTs/PDMS three-phase 
composite, respectively. 
 
4.5 Conclusions 
In conclusion, the advanced GCHs/PDMS flexible composites with excellent PR 
behavior are prepared. The typical 1D-2D coupling GCHs structure is synthesized 
through the CCVD approach, in which GNPs aggregates can be effectively exfoliated 
to offer substrates for growing the vertically-aligned CNTs. Good dispersion and 
excellent interfacial adhesion can be achieved by the mechanical mixing process. 
According to the percolation theory, the composite shows a significant increase of AC 
conductivity with filler loading. An ultra-low percolation threshold (0.64 vol.%.) is 
achieved due to the “hub” structure of conductive units. Moreover, the modified 3-
step theoretical exponential fit can well account for the more sensitive positive PR 
behavior of composite under uniaxial compression. Beyond the threshold, the PR 
sensitivity is inversely proportional to the GCHs content. Especially, the composite 
with 0.75 vol.% GCHs displays extraordinary sensitivity that the GF and PS value are 
as high as 103 and 0.6 kPa-1, respectively. During the cyclic compression loading, the 
PR behavior of composites manifests a superior dynamic correspondency with applied 
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pressure. Meantime, the resistance response can retain at a relatively high level after 
100 loading-unloading cycles. The temperature-dependent PR behavior indicates that 
the composite can make response to not only the deformation or applied pressure 
change, but also the operating temperature range. Notably, the typical finger-sensing 
experiment indicates that the GCHs/PDMS composites are competent to detect and 
even distinguish the slight finger motions. Compared to the PDMS-based composites 
filled with equvalent CNT, GNP or mixture of CNTs/GNPs, the GCHs/PDMS 
composites shows higher dielectric permittivity and electrical conductivity, an 
obviously lower percolation threshold and a higher PR performance. In summary, the 
strategy of conductive network design will contribute to the development of PR 
composites with higher performances and further drive the fabrication process to 
industrial scale. 
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General conclusions  
 
This thesis is concentrated on designing, controlling and developing the GNP-CNTs 
hybrid micro-nano micro-architecture to ameliorate the dispersing problem of pristine 
CNTs in polymer matrix. The synthesized CNTs array construction endows both 
thermoplastics and thermosetting polymers with surprising functional properties. The 
main results could be concluded as follows: 
 
I. Synthesis of GNP-CNTs hybrid construction. 
 
Well-organized GNP-CNTs hybrid (GCH) constructions with distinct features of 
all-carbon composition, largely-improved specific surface area, totally-conductive 
structure and low intrinsic density were synthesized via floating CCVD process, 
where the grown CNT arrays vertically aligned on the surface of two-dimensional 
GNP substrates. The organizations of CNT arrays are greatly dependent on the various 
CVD parameters such as temperature, hydrogen ratios and synthesis time. A moderate 
synthesizing temperature around 650 oC benefits to exfoliate the pristine multi-layered 
GNPs into a number of individual-layered ones, promoting the deposition of carbon 
atomes and the growth of CNT arrays on these largely released platforms. At lower or 
higher temperature range, the growth of CNT arrays is inhibited by the inadequate 
decomposition of carbon source or the formation of amorphous carbon, respectively.  
With the increasing hydrogen ratio, the diameters of CNTs maintain in a stable range, 
while their length and corresponding aspect ratio showed a gradual reduction. 
Moreover, the mean length of synthesized CNT arrays quasi-linearly enhances with 
the reaction time, particularly, their corresponding slope was linearly fitted as 0.22. 
The GCH construction with the mass ratio of CNTs and GNP substrate 
approximated at 1 can be achieved through precisely controlling temperature, 
hydrogen ratio and reaction time of 650 oC, 30%, and 10 min, respectively. Due to the 
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very slight quantity and the particular exiting form, the catalyst byproduct during 
CVD process makes little effect to electrical property of composite. It can well 
replace the pristine CNTs as a promising functional filler applied in composites. 
 
II. The GNP-CNTs hybrid particles filled PVDF-based dielectric composites 
 
The composite prepared through blending as-synthesized GCHs within the semi-
crystalline thermoplastic polymer PVDF in molten state can achieve a significantly 
improved dielectric permittivity. The mechanical melt-mixing process can not only 
offer the good filler dispersion, but also provides an intensive interaction at molecular 
level. More importantly, the way of restricting the utilization of chemical solvent is 
potential to drive the mass-production of the composites into industrial scale. 
Compared to the GNPs/CNTs/PVDF ternary counterpart with equivalent conducting 
phase contents, the GCHs/PVDF binary composites showed a significant transition 
from semi-conducting to conducting state when the conducting phase loading 
increased to 10 wt.%. Due to the conducting coupling construction of GCHs, a greatly 
reduced percolation threshold of binary composites was obtained (5.53 vol.%) 
according to the classic threshold theory. The parallelly-arranged CNTs arrays are 
able to promote the formation of typical microcapacitor networks and β-crystalline 
phase of PVDF matrix, which should be responsible for the improved dielectric 
properties of binary composites. In addition, the results of temperature-dependent 
permittivity showed that compared to the mixture of GNPs/CNTs served as filler, 
loading GCHs is capable of endowing PVDF-based composite with a higher thermal 
stability. The approach of redesigning the CNTs construction can effectively 
ameliorate the CNTs aggregation and reduce the percolation threshold, providing a 
promising strategy for the future energy storage applications. 
 
III. Flexible GNP-CNTs hybrids/PDMS piezo-resistive elastomers 
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The typical 1D-2D coupling GCH particles with their distinct completely-
conducting structure facilitate the establishment of internal conducting network. This 
special feature is sufficient to make GCHs potential in piezo-resistive applications. 
The advanced GCHs/PDMS flexible composites with excellent PR behavior are 
prepared by the mechanical mixing process. The significant enhancements of both 
dielectric permittivity and AC conductivity were showed in composites with incresing 
filler loading. An ultra-low percolation threshold (0.64 vol.%.) is achieved due to the 
“hub” structure of conductive units. Moreover, the modified 3-step theoretical models 
that based on tunneling effect can well account for the exponential relationship 
between the sensitive positive PR behavior of composite and the uniaxial compression. 
Beyond the threshold, the PR sensitivity is inversely proportional to the GCHs content. 
Especially, the composite with 0.75.vol.% GCHs displays extraordinary sensitivity 
that the GF and PS value are as high as 103 and 0.6 kPa-1, respectively, which is 
strongly competent in comparison with other carbon fillers. A significant PR response 
obtained even under compression load as low as 1N. During the cyclic compression 
loading, the PR behavior of composites manifests a superior dynamic correspondency 
with applied pressure. Meantime, the resistance response can retain at a relatively 
high level after 100 loading-unloading cycles. The temperature-dependent PR 
behavior indicates that the composite can respond not only the deformation or applied 
pressure change, but also the operating temperature range. Both electrical resistance 
and relative piezo-resistance change exhibit a significant reduction when composite 
samples is heated Notably, the typical finger-sensing experiment indicates that the 
GCHs/PDMS composites are competent to detect and even distinguish the slight 
finger motions. Compared to the PDMS-based composites filled with equvalent CNT, 
GNP or mixture of CNTs/GNPs, the GCHs/PDMS composites shows higher dielectric 
permittivity and electrical conductivity, an obviously lower percolation threshold and 
a better PR performance. In summary, the strategy of conductive network design will 
contribute to the development of PR composites with higher performances and further 
drive the fabrication process to industrial scale. 
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Perspectives 
 
1. For the synthesis of GNP-CNTs hybrids constructions, the intrinsic features of GNP 
substrates could play an important role in influencing the organization of grown CNTs. 
To pre-treat GNPs substrates and make them thinner, higher aspect ratio and more 
uniform size distribution could be an effective strategy to achieve GCHs constructions 
with relatively uniform organization of CNTs.  
 
2. Efforts are needed to investigate the interfacial connection between the grown 
single CNT and the GNP substrate. This investigation helps to explore the mechanism 
of CNT growth. Moreover, the quantification of interfacial interaction makes a crucial 
contribution to keep GCHs construction from breaking or detaching during the 
subsequent procedures such as reasonable surface functionalization and mixing 
process.  
 
3. The electrical conductivities of micro SiC and graphite platelets are different. In 
comparison with GCH, the SiC-CNTs hybrid is not conducting completely, which 
gives rise to the difference of internal conducting network between two hybrids. More 
investigations are proposed to study the influence of the inherent characteristics of 
substrates to intrinsic electrical property of hybrids constructions, which may 
contribute to further lower the threshold of percolative composites. 
 
4. Due to the energy density of dielectric material is proportional to the square of 
applied electric field, how to improve both the dielectric strength and dielectric 
permittivity of percolative composites is still a long-term challenge.  
 
5. Apart from the uniaxial compression, it is promising to measure the piezo-resistive 
behavior of composites by various deformation forms such as tension, bending and 
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torsion, in order to evaluate the PR performance of a composite systematically and 
comprehensively. In addition, the reasonable design of PR devices is another 
important issue to expand their applicable potential.  
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